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Club News and Views
Editorial
Martyn Phillips, G3RFX
By now most of us will have tuned in to the
considerable increase in UK postage rates
orchestrated by the Royal Mail as of 30
April. One can but hope that this also brings
with it an improved service, although here
in BS8 there’s no sign of that happening so
far, with the post now rarely arriving before
2pm – and that’s if you’re lucky.

with the details of the other callsigns you
hold. You can do this very easily via the
RSGB website at www.rsgb.org/amend. It
worked a treat for me.
Talking of the RSGB, as one sometimes
does, it was their AGM on 21 April – at
which our regular Digest contributor Peter,
G3RZP, was clearly delighted to have been
made an Honorary Vice-President of the
Society.

Indeed in a recent e-mail Peter, G3HQT,
was telling me that in the SO postcode area
he too has a postman who clearly specialises
in mis-delivered mail. Added to which, our
postman here in Bristol (when he turns up...)
is Hungarian, and that doesn’t help much
either. At the same time, though, our dear
gay neighbour downstairs assures me that
said Hungarian postman has lovely legs
(“Oooooh!”), but clearly hardly any brains,
so he doesn’t really fancy him after all!

Anyway, you’ll find this month’s
‘Workshop Tips and Techniques’ on page
33, in which Peter homes in on the subject
of ‘Antenna Rotators’. Here he tells us that
rotators “are, of course, very susceptible to
what is known by the technical engineering
name of ‘Sod’s Law’.” He then goes on to
say that “After the rotator has been up for
some years, it is more than likely that the
balls in the bearings have corroded. Now,
having corroded balls is not a good thing...”
I like it!

Be all that very much as it may, as you can
see this time it’s a 52-page Digest with no
fewer than five DXpedition reports to keep
you happy. Indeed with so many
DXpeditions to choose from these days, you
can’t help getting the impression that some
of us can no longer cope with the thought of
operating from the home QTH any more
under the seemingly rather boring, commonor-garden home call. Yes, I know the
feeling! But then at least if you’re not
exactly heading soon for the dubious
delights of LHR, we do now have the ‘GQ’
and later on the ‘GO’ special prefix to look
forward to, assuming we feel that way
inclined.

Returning briefly to the RSGB AGM: the
following day I was delighted to receive an
e-mail from Steve Hartley, GØFUW, telling
me and other members of the Bristol RSGB
Group that at this AGM “The Bath-based
Distance Learning team were awarded the
RSGB's Kenwood Trophy for their
outstanding contribution to amateur radio
training.” Congratulations, Steve – and very
well deserved, all of you on the team!
On a purely personal note I hasten to add
that I’m rather envious of Steve. This is
because he still has a darned sight more hair
on top than I do, dammit.

If, on the other hand, you are indeed
heading off again soon to operate from
some exotic location, then - as Derek,
G3RAU, recently reminded me - don’t
forget to update the RSGB QSL Bureau

73 Martyn, G3RFX
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Chairman’s Chat
Chris Duckling, G3SVL

It was great to see so many of you at the
CDXC Annual Dinner in March. This event
just seems to get better each year and
becomes more and more like a large family
gathering. The after dinner talk was by our
President, Neville/G3NUG, who gave a real
insight into the T32C DXpedition, and I was
delighted to present our Honourable Editor,
Martyn/G3RFX, with a framed certificate
recognising the publication of his 50th
Digest Crossword. Martyn’s response,
completely off the cuff as he had no prior
warning, included some memorable puns –
we would have expected nothing less! [Yes,
I didn’t have a clue about any of this. Ed.]

Layang, many only made it on one band.
Please don’t tell me Cycle 24 has peaked!
In the pipeline we have recently made
sponsorship donations to XX9TDX
(Macau), CY9M (St Paul Is) and NH8S
(Swains Island), all in the Top 100 Most
Wanted in Europe, with Swains sitting at
#28.
You will see when the accounts are
published that 2011/12 has been another
record year for CDXC sponsorship, with
DXpedition sponsorship of over £6,000
donated or committed. This undoubtedly
puts us up with the bigger DX Foundations,
and I can tell you that those DXpeditions we
sponsor are very grateful for the support.
Perhaps I should share a selection of their
thank-you e-mails in a future Digest.

While on the subject of DX club gettogethers, I made the journey to Stirling in
April to the GMDX Convention. It was
good to see so many CDXC members there
and the talking point will surely be the
presentation and video of the Belgian-lead
activation of Rockall – it was necessary to
remind myself while watching their
preparation and the near-death problems,
that this is, after all, only a hobby.

The LF challenge was well supported this
year and first and second place were
separated by only one DXCC, as was the
160m band score. Congratulations to all
who entered. A web-based survey was
conducted to get input on the rules for the
HF Challenge later in the year. The survey
results and decision appear elsewhere in this
Digest.

A few stalwart CDXC / GMDX members,
and T32Cers at that, sampled some
excellent Scottish products at the bar well
into the small hours – most enjoyable. I
took a later flight home on the Sunday,
nothing to do with the whisky I hasten to
add, and so had time to visit the Falkirk
Wheel, an outstanding blend of engineering,
art and function.

Finally, I look forward to seeing many of
you at the Friedrichshafen Hamvention in
June. If you’ve never been, you really
should - and if you are going, don’t forget to
wear your CDXC badge so we can raise the
profile of the Club in DL-land.

A few DX-peditions have been popping up
recently; it’s just a shame that conditions
have been so poor. E51M was a difficult
path and conditions seemed to keep the
9MØL signals below what we might have
expected. While a few CDXC members
made double-digit band slots with Layang-

73 Chris, G3SVL
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President’s Patter
Neville Cheadle, G3NUG

It was great to have a full house at the
CDXC Annual Dinner and to shake hands
with so many members. Both Trish and I
thoroughly enjoyed the evening – I sense
my T32C presentation went well. I thought I
would concentrate on the issues we faced
and overcame rather than the standard: Met
at airport –> lost some baggage –> customs
issues –> set up stations –> operated –>
broke down stations –> came home!

My main disappointment was that the food
was not to my taste but others seemed to
enjoy it. On Sunday, after the Convention,
two non-ham friends took me to the Vintage
Press in Visalia for brunch. This was
excellent and well worth a visit – one for
next time! The temperature at midday
reached 85ºF, 29ºC.
We perched on the Yaesu stand and handed
out 40 CDXC membership packs, so let us
hope for a good response. I know of several
key West Coast DXers/Dxpeditioners/
contesters who are now going to join
CDXC. We also sold a further 30 T32C
DVDs, making a grand total of 70 sales.

Thanks to all those who purchased the T32C
DVD. This is proving very popular with
some excellent reviews, thanks to our
producer Fred/G3SVK. The income from
these sales provides FSDXA with some
seed-corn for our next DXpedition, probably
in late 2014, as we always undertake a site
survey before we go.

There was much discussion about the cost
of DXpeditions amongst those of us deeply
involved in putting on the larger
DXpeditions and those to rare entities.
Some analyses are being prepared on the
costs of recent DXpeditions to which
FSDXA is contributing. The results will be
announced at Dayton in late May. The
ZL8X DXpedition to the Kermadecs cost
approximately one Euro per QSO (say 80p
per QSO) and this is similar to the cost per
QSO of our Kiritimati effort. However, the
costs of some DXpeditions being considered
are very high indeed.

And so to the International DX Convention
at Visalia CA. My United flights were a
nightmare, leaving five hours later from
Heathrow and three hours late on the return
from Los Angeles. ‘Mechanical problems’
they said. In fact the plane’s radar had failed
at Heathrow.
Visalia was as delightful as ever, with about
15 CDXC members present including eight
members of the T32C team. Being part of a
party like this really adds to the occasion.
Most of the presentations were excellent;
the most outstanding one was at the Sunday
breakfast by Bob/K4UEE, joint leader of the
HKØNA DXpedition and a CDXC member.
This was a huge challenge and is written up
later in this Digest. STØR won the
DXpedition of the year award (2011), but
their presentation at the Saturday DX
Dinner was not good. I gave the T32C talk.
All seats were taken and there was standing
room only; the talk seemed to be well
received. We sold 40 DVDs immediately
afterwards.

One group would like to reactivate Heard
Island, as it is now much wanted. However,
the cost of hiring the MV Braveheart would
be of the order of $500,000-$600,000. There
is also much debate about QSLing. One
serious proposal was to process only OQRS
requests (for both bureau and direct cards)
and to ditch incoming direct and bureau
cards entirely. This would cause difficulties
if one did not have a PayPal account. I know
of some who are unhappy with PayPal.
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Another proposal is to refuse to process
bureau cards. It will be very interesting to
see how this discussion develops. I suspect
some radical ideas will emerge.

transceiver donated by Yaesu UK. This is,
of course, the excellent compact radio that
we used on T32C. Let us hope for fine
weather, although there is plenty of room
indoors if it is inclement. If you book and
then decide not to come, please give us one
week’s notice. Quite a lot of food went to
waste last year as some members booked
and did not turn up. Thanks.

My next presentations are at Dayton in late
May and then at Friedrichshafen in June.
After that we will have a T32C wrap up
meeting and then I am going to have a break
for a few months before starting to think
where we might go in 2014.

See you on 21 July.

The CDXC AGM and Summer Social will
again be at our home, Lower Withers Barns,
on Saturday, 21 July, and I hope that many
members will be able to make it. Please
bring your partners and share a car. The
main raffle prize will be a FT-450D

73

_____________________________________________________________________

New Members
CDXC offers a warm welcome to the following new members:

Call

Name

Location

EA5KY

Luis del Castillo Espi

Valencia

GØHDB
GØKYE

Martin Davies
Leslie Landricombe

Tewkesbury
Plymouth

G3OLB
G3VCR
G3WOV

Thomas Boucher
Chris Rooney
Gordon MacNaught

Honiton
Waterlooville
Driffield

G4BVY
G4FCI
G4SGX

Roger Dixon
Andrew Cullup
Iain Haywood

Malvern
Wisbech
Norwich

G7BXU

Stephen Welton

Reading

GD4WBY

Michael Jerrome-Jones

Ramsey

K6ND

Willem Angenent

Memdon, MA

KC2TFI

Robert Allard

Tonawanda, NY

MØTGN
MØVFC

Dan Trudgian
Robert Chipperfield

Royal Wootton Bassett
Cambridge
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TF4M

Thorvaldur Stefansson

Bildudalur

W5DKK

John Hunt

San Antonio, TX

WB6VAF

Arlen van Fossen

Fresno, CA

ZL3PAH

Phil Holliday

Christchurch

_____________________________________________________________________

Treasurer’s Tune – May 2012
Gordon Rolland, G3USR
It’s that time of year again and there are a number of financial matters that I need to draw members’
attention to. Please see below.
1. Annual Accounts: Year to 31st March, 2012
Members need to be aware of the Club’s current financial position in good time for the AGM in
July. As a result:
1.1 Below are Draft accounts. They comprise an Income & Expenditure Account for the year ended
31st March 2012 and a Balance Sheet. Draft means that they are potentially subject to change
due to error correction, CDXC Committee Review/Approval and sign off by the Auditor.
1.2 Updated Accounts will shortly be provided ongoing in the Members’ section of our website
(www.cdxc.org.uk), including the final, audited version and will be announced as ‘News’ when
they become available.
The draft result for the year is an excess of Expenditure over Income of £2,695. This is largely due
to increases in:
o Digest Print and Distribution – due to large increases in postage costs and jumbo Digest
editions;
o DXpedition Sponsorship – due to an ‘all time’ high in sponsorship applications; and
o Marketing and Mail shots – driven by the post-T32C marketing drive, which netted around
50 new members.
Note that ‘Other Income’ includes CDXC’s share of the T32C raffle of £369 and the Creditor of
£1,980 is substantially March Digest costs which were unpaid at 31st March.
Notwithstanding large expenditure increases, CDXC’s financial position remains strong with total
assets in excess of £23,000 and Net Current Assets in excess of £11,000.
Final audited accounts will be proposed for adoption by members at our AGM on 21st July 2012. If
you have any queries or comments please come along and raise them. Alternatively, please e-mail
me at treas@cdxc.org.uk.
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2. Honorary Auditor
John Dunnington, G3LZQ, retired as Honorary Auditor last year. I am pleased to announce that
Nigel Knapton, G1JWT, has agreed to succeed John beginning with these accounts. Thank you for
volunteering, Nigel.
3. Subscriptions for 2012 / 13
Subscriptions become due on 1st July each year. This year they will be held at £18 for UK and £24
for Overseas members. There are several payment options:
For UK-based members there are 3 ways to pay your £18 subscription:
3.1 By Standing Order
This is the easiest, most reliable way to ensure that your membership does not lapse. CDXC’s bank
sort code is 60:60:02 and account number 44532385. Please quote your callsign as the reference. If
you already have a Standing Order, please check that it is for the correct amount of £18.
3.2 Pay by bank transfer or use a paying-in slip
Make an on-line transfer of £18 to CDXC’s account or take your cheque for £18 made payable to
CDXC to your local branch. Use a paying-in slip with the above bank details. Please quote your
callsign.
3.3 Mail your £18 cheque made payable to CDXC
Send your cheque to G3USR, QTHR on the Digest Committee page.
Please would UK members make subscription payments other than by PayPal as the cost to the Club
is substantial. PayPal costs reduce the amount we have available for DXpedition sponsorship.
For Overseas members there are also 3 ways to pay your £24 / US $40 subscription:
3.4 If you have a UK bank account, use option 3.1 or 3.2 above to pay £24.
3.5 Make a £24 PayPal payment to payments@CDXC.org.uk. Please quote your callsign.
3.6 Mail $40 US cash to the Treasurer at the address in your latest Digest.
Note that where subscriptions are unpaid, reminders will be e-mailed through CMIS, our
membership management system. However, you do not have to wait until 1st July to make your
payment – why not make your payment now and get the task out of the way?
Thanks for your continued support. I look forward to seeing many members at the AGM & Summer
Social and answering any questions that you may have on the accounts.
73, Gordon, G3USR
Honorary Treasurer
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Unaudited DRAFT CDXC Annual Accounts - 2011 / 12
Income & Expenditure for the Year Ended 31st March
2012
£
12,996
2,424
1,840
1,202
288
17
401
19,167

2011
£
12,672
2,450
1,806
1,332
345
10
180
18,795

11,514
6,373
1,855
195
671
1,079
125
51
21,863

9,926
4,078
1,855
314
720
35
100
48
17,076

( 2,695)

1,719

Accumulated Surplus brt fwd

13,716

11,998

Accumulated Surplus crd fwd

11,021

13,716

Income
Members Subscriptions
Advertising
Annual Dinner Income
Summer Social
Donations Received
Interest Received
Misc Other Income
Total Income
Expenditure
Digest Print and Distribution
DXpedition Sponsorship
Annual Dinner Costs
Trophies & Plaques
CMIS - Wild Apricot Costs
Marketing & Mailshots
Misc Expenses
RSGB Affiliation
Total Expenditure

Note
1

2

Net Surplus / (Deficit) for the year

Unaudited DRAFT CDXC Annual Accounts - 2011 / 12

Balance Sheet as at 31st March
Current Assets

2012
£

Note

2011
£

3
Cash at Bank & PayPal
Amounts Receivable
Total Current Assets
Less:
Current Liabilities - Creditors, Provisions & Reserves
Subscriptions Paid in Advance
Print Costs Reserve
DXpedition Sponsorship
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23,005
136
23,141

22,086
0
22,086

4,600
4,240
1,300

3,500
4,240
600

Other Creditors

1,980
12,120

30
8,370

Net current assets

11,021

13,716

Representing Reserves
Income & Expenditure account
Balance carried forward

11,021

13,716

Notes to the Accounts
1
2
3
4

2011/12 subscription income has been reduced by a transfer to provisions of £
1,100 for subscriptions pre-paid beyond 31st March, 2012 as the membership
year end on 30th June.
DXpedition Sponsorship is charged in the accounts of the year in which
sponsorship is pledged. Pledges which remain unpaid at the year-end are
recognized by provisions carried forward.
CDXC does not capitalize assets held such as loan equipment but writes them
off when incurred. Therefore, there is no need for Fixed Assets or Annual
Depreciation to be recognized in the accounts.
These accounts are Draft and subject to correction, to review and approval by
the CDXC Committee and to Audit review. These actions will be completed
before the AGM.

Supplementary Accounts Information
DXpedition Sponsorship in 2011 - 12
Lord Howe
Malpelo
Rotuma
Guinea
Wallis &
Fortuna
Annobon
Nauru
Niue
Christmas
Island
East Timor
Clublog
IREF
Macau
St Paul Island
Tonga
North Cook
Isls

VK9HR
HK0NA
3D2R
3XY1D
FW0R
3C0E
C21HA etc
ZK2C/ZK2V

£
255
500
404
102
251
251
251
401

T32C
4W6A

1,000
350
500
808
150
400
300

XX9TDX
CY9M
A35YZ
E51M

450
Per Income & Expenditure
Accounts
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6,373

DX an’ all that
Don Field, G3XTT

It’s been more of the same since my last
column two months ago. Plenty of DX
activity, but conditions on the high bands
have been disappointing much of the time. I
have some great country totals for 2012 on
20 and 15m, but significantly less so on
10m, the same being true for G5LP who
leads the 2012 UK CW Table (177, 175 and
124 respectively at the time of writing).
Lionel is also up to 228 DXCC entities for
the year, which isn’t bad in four months.
BERU (Sorry, the
‘Commonwealth
Contest’!) brought the usual sprinkling of
semi-rare ones, and there have been a
number of useful DXpeditions, including
9MØL (Spratly), which is still QRV as I put
this column together. Inevitably that level of
DXpedition activity will fall away over the
summer period, but there is plenty
scheduled for the autumn, so we can only
hope that the bands pick up again by then,
as they did last year.

estimate that such a trip would cost
something like £300K and there simply
aren’t enough of them to raise that sort of
money. My feeling is that their figure is
about right, maybe somewhat on the low
side. Supposing they could make 100K
QSOs (which would be a good effort from
such an inhospitable location), that’s £3 or
more a QSO! I imagine a Bouvet expedition
will come off eventually, and the
‘deserving’ will make their usual complaints
about it not being on the right bands/modes
at the right time (inevitably at least 180
degrees of take-off will be hidden by the
mountain, as an operation will have to be
from the lower plateau). As for me, a couple
of QSOs (30 and 12m) would do nicely!
Apropos of the costings, the recent QST
article about the VP8ORK finances (April
2012, p. 86) made fascinating reading. Not
only did it look at where the money went,
but also at where it came from, both
geographically and by source (including
how contributions with QSLs varied
according to whether the request was direct
or via the increasingly popular OQRS). The
problem, of course, with contributions
received with QSLs is that many expedition
costs are up-front – paying for shipping of
equipment, accommodation costs etc. so, as
in many other aspects of life, cash flow
becomes the major issue, often with team
members having to make substantial ‘loans’
to the expedition in the hope that some of
the money will be recovered later from
donations, the sale of DVDs, books and
mementoes, or whatever. I understand the
FSDXA Treasurer is making a similar
analysis for T32C finances to see how the
breakdown compares with VP8ORK. The
results will be illuminating as VP8ORK was
heavily financed from the US, whereas the
US (West Coast in particular) showed little
interest in T32, not considering it at all rare

I missed the GMDX Convention (which I
believe was as good as ever – the
programme certainly looked good) because
I was in Norway for the LADX bash
(mainly to give the T32C presentation,
although I was also pressed into service to
give a contesting talk). The hospitality was
great and I was particularly pleased to see
Einar/LA1EE, who I hadn’t seen since
1987, when he stayed at our house for the
HF Convention weekend, where he
presented a talk on his Peter 1 trip. The
Norwegians have a proprietary interest in
Peter 1 and Bouvet, both being Norwegian
possessions, and feel they have a
responsibility to ensure these two are
activated from time to time (albeit in
concert with others, if appropriate). LA6VM
gave an interesting presentation on the
requirements for a Bouvet expedition.
Basically, all the ingredients are in place
except the key one – finance. The LA guys
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earth’s magnetic field splits every HF signal
into an O-mode wave or an X-mode wave
(check out Wikipedia for the ‘AppletonHartree Equation’). The various warps,
wrinkles and tilts in the ionosphere treat the
two waves differently and, in reality, it is
quite impossible that a path can be totally
reciprocal. Fortunately, our antennas are
generally not so directional that it’s an issue.
But he also points out that the tilts which
occur in the ionosphere can have a major
impact on arrival angles. He further spells
out the danger that modern propagation
prediction models reinforce the false beliefs,
by basing their predictions on a perfect
ionosphere. All interesting stuff; I wonder if
any of the propagation gurus among our
membership would want to comment
further? Incidentally, what I found most
fascinating of all was the statement that, as
estimated by that very same EISCAT
facility at Tromsø, the mass of the entire
ionosphere is about one tonne. Or, as he
puts it, the whole ionosphere could be
compressed and stored in a corner of your
garage! And this is what we rely on to
achieve our 3,000+ counters for the DXCC
Challenge!

(the story in Europe, of course, being quite
the opposite).
While on the subject of Norway, a couple of
people have mentioned to me the good work
done by the Tromsø Geophysical
Observatory, while EISCAT (European
Incoherent Scatter Scientific Association)
also has a facility nearby. While one might
think that the ionosphere has been pretty
well studied and characterised already, it
seems there is still plenty to be done. One
comment made to me by some of the
Norwegian DXers was that no propagation
prediction program seems to be able to give
good predictions for the high latitudes,
although most work well for paths that steer
well clear of those latitudes. There is the
feeling, for example, that sometimes
contacts can be made at high angles, where
the signals actually appear to be crossing
above any auroral disturbance.
Which leads nicely into my next topic:
HF Propagation Myths
I just finished reading another fascinating
article in QST (March 2012, p.40) entitled
‘Three Wrong Assumptions about the
Ionosphere’ (by Eric Nichols/KL7AJ, who
has quite a CV in such matters). His three
bullets are:




WA6AUD
One of the pleasures of visiting Norway was
that, while staying with Trond/LA8XM,
LADX Chairman, and his Danish XYL, I
was reintroduced to the ‘DX Is’ stories of
the late Hugh Cassidy/WA6AUD. Trond is
a fan and has a copy of the book, which
itself was a compilation of columns ‘Cass’
had written over the years for the West
Coast DX Bulletin. Back in the early 1980s,
when G3ZAY and I were editing the
RSGB’s DX News Sheet, we started
reproducing some of those columns (with
permission) but soon stopped as a number
of DXNS subscribers simply didn’t enjoy
them. More’s the pity as, personally, I found
them extremely entertaining. If you haven’t
come across them, they attempted to draw
out the ‘eternal truths of DX’ in a
humo(u)rous way. To get a flavour, you can
find some of them archived at

The ionosphere is a spherical shell
The ionosphere is smooth
The ionosphere is reciprocal

None of these, he says, is true, but all are
widely believed by HF-minded amateurs,
leading to a number of misconceptions
about bearings, take-off angles etc. The
reason they are not true (without going into
all the background that is presented in the
article) is largely because of the earth’s
magnetic field, which has a major effect on
the ionosphere, especially at high latitudes
(think signals between Europe and the
Pacific, for example). An earlier article by
the same author (‘Gimme an X, Gimme an
O’, December 2010) had explained how the
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www.reocities.com/k2cddx/dxstories.html

seems to generate a pile-up (just in case?).
I’ve just seen GB4MARCONI spotted, not
to be confused with a possible
GB4MACARONI as part of ‘Restaurants on
the Air’ (sorry, I know it’s really the
Editor’s prerogative to make the jokes). The
feeding frenzy over the Titanic stations was
a case in point – there were over 40 such
stations QRV. I don’t know what
connection some of them had with the
Titanic – maybe one of the junior chefs on
the ship had an aunt living at that QTH. But,
hey, why not enjoy being at the sharp end of
the pile-up while cosseted in your favourite
armchair? So see you on the bands with that
GQ and, later, GO prefix!

What is perhaps most revealing is that
nothing changes – the issues then are pretty
much as they are now. Just as one example,
the eternal mystery of the US station who,
while the DX is working by numbers, seems
to move rapidly from /1 to /2 to /3 etc. as the
list progresses! Others have tried to emulate
Cass’s style over the years, but none have
really pulled it off.
Special event calls
Finally, not DX as such, but have you noted
the number of special event calls recently,
some with callsigns as long as your National
Insurance number. Heaven alone knows
what some of them are about, but every one

73 Don, G3XTT

Press Release
We, Freddy/J28RO and Yan/XV4Y are glad to announce the launch of a new website
that we are hoping will offer a new kind of service to the international amateur radio
community and to DXers. Some months ago we had an idea about making a website
where we would publish not only the QSL routing information (many websites already
do this very well), but also information about the quality of QSL replies from individual
amateurs or QSL managers.
It is true that during the last decade with the increasing number of mega-DXpeditions
some OMs (a minority) thought they could find in QSL cards a way to finance their
projects. We both agree that this is far from the original HAM spirit, since we do
understand that one OM or a group of OMs don't like to lose money answering QSL
cards – but making money with this is another story. What makes us feel better is that
many major expeditions (4W6A, T32C, VP6T and many more) have confirmed their
QSOs through Logbook of the World in a matter of weeks if not hours!
QSLWatch.com (www.qslwatch.com/) is fairly simple. You say from which station or
QSL manager you received a card, you give it a mark and add a comment if you want it.
The technical side is simple and has already been working for a couple of weeks, but we
have not yet had the spare time to put all our QSL info in the database. We would like to
share this idea with you anyway. We hope you will help us to make this website better
for sharing your QSLing experiences.
Freddy/J28RO: http://j28ro.blogspot.com - Yan/XV4Y: http://xv4y.radioclub.asia
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HKØNA DXpedition 2012
Bob Allphin, K4UEE

195,000 QSOs? Wow! How does a
DXpedition make that many contacts?
Well, it's just simple math: have a lot of
radios and antennas, a lot of days on the air
and enough operators to keep making QSOs
day after day. And that is exactly what we
did, piling up about 10,000-15,000 contacts
each day until it was time to go home.

They now saw a way to change that! In fact
Jorge decided we had a chance at the QSO
world record for a non-hotel, non fly-in type
DXpedition (that is the record that was set
by the Ducie Island DXpedition, VP6DX, in
2008). After their return Jorge contacted
Gregg and me and said we needed more
radios, amplifiers, antennas, generators and
operators.

But that wasn't always the plan. Originally
when the DXpedition to Malpelo was first
announced, there were to be six Colombian
(HK) operators and four foreign operators.
When Gregg Marco, W6IZT, and I were
invited to join the team, we recommended
expanding to a fourteen total by adding
some more foreign operators. Suddenly one
day, we saw on the DXpedition website that
we were now co-leaders. It was news to us,
but in the end we played important roles in
the operation. Gregg was asked to handle
equipment procurement, antennas and the IT
requirements. I was to handle fund-raising,
public relations, and help build and manage
the operator team.

With that decision the die was cast. I
quickly sent a few e-mails and made a few
telephone calls and issued some more
invitations and the team grew to twenty
operators. Like most DXpedition leaders, I
have a list of people that I have been on
DXpeditions with before and know people I
can trust to do a good job under difficult
circumstances. Also, I place a high value on
compatibility among team members. I
believe no one has the right to ruin another
person’s experience. Looking at the
HKØNA operator list, you will see
relationships going back to 1997 that began
at VKØIR. I did inherit some operators from
the original team. Although they had little
DXpedition experience; they were all
successful contest operators and were good
guys.

In October 2011 three team members
conducted a reconaissance trip to the island.
While on Malpelo, the Colombian Marine
contingent stationed there had shown Jorge/
HK1R
(the
DXpedition
organizer),
Faber/HK6F and Sal/HK1T the way to the
top of the highest peak on island. This
literally opened up a whole new world to
them... they had a 360º view of the entire
radio world. All the previous DXpeditions
to Malpelo had been conducted from the
only flat spot on the island on the eastern
side, about one third of the way up. This
location was blocked radio-wise from about
N, through W all the way to South as the
steep mountain walls rose sharply another
600 feet from this normal QTH. As a result,
contacts in the past with the West coast of
the USA, Japan, Asia, the Pacific, Southeast
Asia and VK/ZL were hard to come by.

Gregg, George/N4GRN and I flew to
Cartagena, Colombia, in the first week of
November to meet with our Colombian
counterparts and to make some critical
decisions. We found that we were all quite
compatible and made friends easily. We
were pleased that we all shared the belief
that safety was our primary goal. We would
do everything possible to protect our team
from injury or worse. The island is nearly
vertical and difficult to access from the sea.
In previous DXpeditions there have been
incidents where team members have been
injured and there was one near-fatality.
Faber/HK6F is a safety/rescue expert in his
profession and George/N4GRN was on a
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team arriving on January 21st. This strategy
was part of our overall strategy to break the
VP6DX record, but more importantly that
decision gave DXers more time to get into
the log.

cave rescue team years ago. Together they
devised a plan to install a winch system to
hoist people and equipment safely onto ‘El
Tangon’. This is the structure put in place
by the Colombian Navy some years ago to
facilitate the re-supply and changing of the
personnel stationed on the island.

The main team met in Bogotá on the
evening of January 18th. It was the first time
that some of us had met and it was quite fun
and festive. The bar bill was large! The next
morning we flew to the port city of
Buenaventura and checked into a beautiful,
classic and very old hotel. We were checked
in by noon and began our first team meeting
shortly afterwards. This was the first time
that we could all be together to discuss all
that needed to be discussed: the itinerary,
safety procedures, equipment, antennas,
power, getting on and off the island.

Additionally they decided to install safety
cables at the more dangerous and difficult
parts of the climb to further reduce the risk
to the team members. As with most of the
equipment used on the DXpedition, the
necessary cables, clamps, harnesses, screws,
etc. were purchased in the US and shipped
to Colombia via a freight forwarder in
Miami.
Using a Yahoo Group reflector for the team,
we all became better acquainted as the plans
for a successful DXpedition were discussed,
modified and finalized. There were a lot of
e-mails from our team doctors (WØGJ,
KØIR and primary physician K9SG) urging
us to get our old bodies in shape. The
youngest on the team was 24 (LU9ESD)
and the oldest was 74. This was to be a
physically tough adventure for most of us.

Additionally, Glenn/WØGJ went over the
computerized scheduling program that he
and KØRC had developed. It is really quite
sophisticated and looked like it was going to
solve our scheduling challenge. The doctors
each talked with us about our
responsibilities to both ourselves and to our
team mates. The biggest concern was a fall
and a broken limb and sun-related illnesses.
We had several fellas have a problem on
Desecheo and we didn’t want to go through
that again. It is all about staying hydrated.
We were cautioned over and over to look
for warning signs in our team mates. We
had set up a water cooler and icemaker at
Op. B. That would make it easier to get a
cool drink of water and help prevent
dehydration. Also, having most of the
outdoor work already completed at Op. B
would keep us out of the sun as well.

Jorge convinced four of our team to go to
Malpelo prior to the full team’s arrival in
order to establish the operating sites, put up
the antennas, set up radios, amplifiers and
the generators. They left home on Christmas
Day and traveled to Malpelo on the monthly
Navy re-supply ship. Although the dry
season was supposed to begin in December,
they were plagued with terrible weather. It
rained almost every day and some days it
poured and poured. They did manage to
completely prepare Op. B (baja) and get
about 40% of the antennas and equipment
up to Op. A (alto) at the mountain top. On
January 10th, when it was apparent that they
had done about all they could do and further
progress was strictly weather-dependent, we
told them to begin using the official
HKØNA callsign. Previously they had used
their own callsigns and made about 1,200
QSOs. After they began using HKØNA they
made about 11,500 QSOs prior to the main

Our charter vessel, the SeaWolf, is normally
used to transport scuba divers to Malpelo. It
is a world-famous dive destination because
of the diverse undersea life including huge
schools of hammerhead and silky sharks.
On occasions there are whale sharks found
there too. It was a 24-hour transit to
Malpelo. We left the hotel at midnight and
boarded the vessel at about 0100 am. After a
quick briefing we hit the sack and the
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wanted’ DXCC entity came on the air with
six stations simultaneously. We implemented the computerized schedule that had
been so painstakingly developed and began
to settle into ‘DXpedition mode’ ie sleep,
eat, operate and do chores. The pile-ups
would continue non-stop for fifteen days.

SeaWolf departed at 0400. I only remember
the sound of the engines as we left
Buenaventura and when we were in the
open sea the motion of the boat changed
significantly. We had rough seas all the way
and most of the fellas slept late and missed
breakfast. During the day people would
come topside for a look around and say "Hi"
to the few guys hanging around and then go
back to their bunks.

But we still had to get Op. A at the
mountain top up and running. We had
purchased a sturdy operating tent at the last
minute and checked it in as excess baggage
on the trip down. Our fear was that the
operating site was so exposed to the
weather, and because the ‘Fab Four’ had
experienced 60 mph winds at the top the
previous week, we were just uncomfortable
with the existing complement of tents. The
tent, a single generator, a couple of
antennas, masts, and personal gear were
carried to the top. Several of our guys and 45 marines did the heavy lifting. The site was
600 feet above Op. B, but the climb was
circuitous and dangerous. In those places
where a slip and a fall would have sent a
man tumbling down the mountain, the
Fabulous Four had installed safety lines.

At 0500 the following morning we heard the
engines slow and we raced topside to get
our first glimpse ‘the rock’. It looked just
like the pictures except bigger. As the sun
rose, we began ferrying men and their
personal gear to ‘El Tangon’. Some climbed
the rope ladder; most were hoisted up like
sacks of potatoes using the hoist system.
Then, usually in groups of two or three,
people would begin the climb to the marine
base, the location for our Op. B. As you
might imagine, a few folks made it in 25
minutes or so and bragged that they made
no stops. I, on the other hand, took 45
minutes and made eight stops to rest and
hydrate.
Eventually everyone was up and we saw our
home for the next sixteen days. Things were
pretty much ready to go. All the antennas
were up, the radios and amplifiers were
neatly placed on tables that lined the wall of
the small building Jorge had negotiated for
our use. Six stations in all… ready to go.
All this because four guys (HK1MW,
HK6F, HK1N and HK1T) went early to do
the set-up. We call them the ‘Fabulous
Four’. We are all indebted to them and
thankful for their sacrifice. That should
include DXers worldwide because you had a
longer opportunity to work us and hopefully
put a ‘New One’ in your logs.

It was the last 50-60 feet that were the
scariest. It was virtually straight up and you
pulled yourself up with a rope that had been
tied in place. Fortunately the footing was
secure rock and there were crevices to use
as steps; but without the rope it would have
been impossible for anyone other than an
experienced mountain climber. I was
warned never to look down and I didn’t
until I reached the top. I only went to Op. A
once and am glad I did because I can
appreciate the difficulty of the climb and the
danger that some very special team
members undertook to keep those four
stations on the air. There were 6-7 guys who
basically manned Op. A off and on for
twelve days. They would go up and stay 2-3
days, operate and operate and sleep little.
Then they would come down, shower, and
eat a meal or two, get some sleep and go
back up. I began referring to them as the
‘Iron Men’. They were Jorge/HK1R the
DXpedition organizer, Franz/DJ9ZB, Manu/

While Gregg/W6IZT loaded the final
version of N1MM into all the computers,
several men set up the two sleeping tents,
while others made interference checks
among the stations. We were on the air at
noon (local) the same the day we arrived.
The pile-ups were huge as the #12 ‘most
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LU9ESD and Peter/PP5XX primarily.
Ralph KØIR, Glenn WØGJ, Steve VE7CT,
Bob N6OX, Sal HK1T, Faber HK6F and
Bolmar HK1MW helped out on occasions.

It seemed we would never get to the record.
We would collect the logs at each station
once per day around noon and then post the
cumulative number. We would be making
between 12,000 and 15,000 QSOs per day,
but it seemed we would never get there. It is
easy to set a goal and a number of QSOs
you want to make, but you must actually
make those QSOs… one at a time.

From Op. B we had a clear shot to the US
East Coast, Europe and Africa. They were
loud on Malpelo and we were loud on their
end. Stations ‘behind’ the mountain were
significantly weaker, but workable, if they
could hear us. Asia was our biggest
challenge, but from Op.A it was a chip shot.
I was told over and over again that JAs were
20-30dB over S9 on some bands while
barely readable below at Op. B. All told we
put made 12,500 QSOs with Japan and for
many of them it was a ‘new one’ for sure.

Op. A was shut down on Feb. 3rd and our
guys and some of the marines brought
everything down the mountain. It was very
sad in a number of ways, as their success
from up there was critical to our overall
QSO count, but I know the ‘Iron Men’
really didn’t want it to end. They were
literally at the top of world with a view and
radio conditions that were unequalled.

Because not all of out team was either able
or inclined to pull shifts at the mountain top,
our computerized scheduling that had all
been done in advance was out the window.
We took a step back in time and used pen,
paper and chart on the wall method. The
fellas at Op. A did their own scheduling
based upon who was ‘on top’ and kept the
three HF stations and a 6m station on the air
almost around the clock. They had fewer
operators to share the duty... so they worked
harder!

Now we had everyone back at Op. B and
nowhere to sleep everyone… to say nothing
of the fact that we now had too many
operators. Jorge and I talked and we agreed
to send the Op. A guys and a few others to
the Sea Wolf. They were entitled to some R
& R and maybe a beer or two. So the crew
that had worked together at Op. B for all
those days stayed on the air for another 36
hours and added thousands more QSOs to
the logs. We kept four stations on the air
until noon local time on Feb.5th and were
completely off the island by 7:00 pm local.
The QSO total was 195,000 plus. We
couldn’t believe it ourselves… and still
can’t!

Down below we assessed our talent and the
operator’s interests and crafted a schedule
that gave everyone shifts that seemed to
satisfy everyone and maintained our QSO
rates. When we realized that the ‘tent and
generator’ QSO record was within reach, we
had a meeting and I asked if we should
modify the schedule and begin using our
more experienced operators on more shifts
and reduce the shifts of the less experienced
guys. To a man, they said yes… let’s do it…
let’s go for it. So for the next six days some
fellas were pulling four to five three-hour
shifts each 24-hour period, while others
were reduced to one or two. I want to thank
those fellas for sacrificing their enjoyment
for the good of the team. They know who
they are! This enabled us to keep the daily
rates high even as the demand for QSOs and
the pile-ups began to diminish.

Just a quick word about the team. We had
twenty men from six different countries,
with the majority coming from Colombia
and the United States. We spoke four
different languages, although English was
the language of convenience. There were
times when we thought we were being
understood and times when we thought that
we understood what was being said to us.
Well, it didn’t always work out that way.
There were misunderstandings and differences of opinion and different cultural
challenges, but to the team's credit… we
worked through all of those challenges and
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all went home as friends or as the
Colombians prefer: compadres! (translation:
better than a friend)

restrictions or they are geographically
difficult to reach - or both. It's common for
the DXpedition team members to pay 5070% of the total costs of these kinds of
DXpeditions, but the remainder must come
from DX clubs, DXers and, of course, DX
foundations. I urge you to please continue
your support your other favorite DX
foundations and DX clubs as well as make
direct contributions to the DXpedition.

It was a great adventure and everyone
returned home safely with stories to be told
and re-told for years to come.
A word about DXpedition funding,
especially as it concerns the rare ‘most
wanted’ entities. They are rare for a
reason… usually there are political

_____________________________________________________________________

ZD7XF: St Helena – a return visit
Nigel Cawthorne, G3TXF

There's something to be said for going back
to the same DX location a second time. It's a
lot less stressful. You know where to put the
antenna. You know the set-up in the shack.
You know how to get from A to B. You
know where the mains sockets are on the
wall, and the type of plugs you need. On a
second visit to a DX location the myriad of
tiny unknowns that surround visiting a place
for the first time just disappear. Arguably
the second visit is more relaxing, and
therefore more enjoyable, than the first.
Perhaps because you already know the
layout of the site, you can also be more
ambitious with antennas on the second visit.

planning the travel for a return trip to St
Helena.
RMS St Helena
The 7,000 tonne mixed passenger and cargo
vessel, the RMS St Helena, provides the
lifeline for the island. All cargo, mail and
visitors and tourists have to use the ‘RMS’
(as it's called locally) to get to and from the
island. The ship shuttles continuously
between three distinations: Cape Town,
Ascension and St Helena. Until recently the
RMS also sailed to Portland in the UK once
a year. By luck the last scheduled visit to the
UK was made last October and it was
possible to send an amplifier, antenna poles
and various wires as unaccompanied freight
on that last voyage from the UK. The preshipped items all arrived in St Helena well
in advance of the March 2012 visit.

It was only a few weeks after getting back
home from a trip to St Helena (ZD7XF) in
July 2011, that thoughts turned to the
possibility of going to St Helena for a
second time. The first St Helena trip in mid2011 netted some 12,000 CW QSOs across
the HF bands from 80m to 10m. However
there were two 'new' features that would
make a second trip to St Helena highly
worthwhile. The first was to time the trip to
coincide with the 2012 Commonwealth
Contest (BERU) in March and the second
was to do some 160m operation. These two
reasons seemed good enough to start

The timing of your arrival/departure and the
length of stay on the island is determined
solely by the sailing schedule of the RMS. It
is possible to join the RMS either in Cape
Town, from where there is a five-day sea
voyage in either direction. Alternatively
visitors to St Helena can fly on the RAFoperated flights to Ascension and back. The
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sea voyage from Ascension is then just two
or three days in either direction.

in every direction.
ZD8XF operated with a simple multi-band
dipole (using links to change band) on just
17m and 12m from the Obsidian Hotel. This
hotel has been used by many short-term
visiting DX operators on Ascension,
including Justin/G4TSH as ZD8Q some
years ago and Steve/G3ZVW, who more
recently operated as ZD8N from the
Obsidian. Other locations on Ascension,
such as the superb Green Mountain Cottage
way up on a mountainside with excellent
views and take-off to the North, have also
been used by visiting DXers such as the
ZD8UW operation (G7VJR and Co.) and
more recently the major 2011 CQ WW CW
ZD8W operation.

RAF flights
However, because the RAF flights to
Ascension (and from there on to the
Falklands) from Brize Norton are primarily
for MoD purposes, the civilian passengers
are treated very much as second class
travellers. Until recently there were some 25
seats on each flight allocated to civilian
travellers. However, in recent months this
has been reduced to just ten, which resulted
in many travellers having to stay longer than
expected in Ascension either on the way out
to St Helena or on the way back. The RAF
seems to exercise its right to bump civilian
passengers off their flights quite frequently.
On our trip in March we came across
several people who were having to spend up
to ten days extra on Ascension because they
had been bumped off. Fortunately the
G3TXF trip went much as planned, with
two days being spent operating as ZD8XF
on Ascension on the way out. However, the
seats on the return flight from Ascension to
Brize Norton were not confirmed until the
day before we left St Helena.

Leaving Ascension for St Helena
Everything in the town of Georgetown on
Ascension is very compact. It's just a few
hundred yards from the hotel to the
government offices from where the licence
is collected, and then only a few hundred
yards more to the wharf where passengers
get on to the small launch that takes them
out to the RMS St Helena, which anchors
offshore. Just like on St Helena, there is no
alongside mooring facility on Ascension.
The RMS just has to anchor offshore at both
locations. It is only in Cape Town that the
RMS can berth alongside.

Ascension: ZD8XF
Over the years there have been no shortage
of DX operations from Ascension. There's
more often than not a major ZD8 entry in
many of the major contests. Everyone on
Ascension is an itinerant. Be it the Saints
who travel from St Helena to Ascension to
work on the island. Be it the service and
communications personnel who are sent to
work there either by the UK or US
governments who both have military bases
on the island - or by the BBC, who have a
huge short-wave relay station on Ascension.
The whole island just bristles with massive
radio antennas. There are huge curtain
arrays over an area of several square
kilometres at the BBC relay station at the
north end of the island. Elsewhere there are
antennas all over the place, with countless
rotatable log-aperiodic arrays sprouting up

The sea voyage from Ascension to St
Helena was about two and a half days.
Excellent weather all the way. We got
ashore in St Helena just before sunset on the
third day and were met by Bruce/ZD7VC
and his XYL, Charmaine. Bruce had kindly
collected and looked after the gear that I had
sent out in advance several months earlier.
As we were going to be staying for a two
full weeks, and also because this was
already our second visit to ZD7, there was
not quite the usual mad rush to get an
antenna up and get something (anything!)
on the air immediately we arrived. Antenna
work did not start until the following
morning, allowing one full night's sleep
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before getting into the usual DXpedition
operating mode, which always results in a
significantly reduced amount of sleep!

to bring the machinery and plant ashore.
And in order to build a jetty, a new quarry
had to be created to supply the rocks to tip
into the sea to create the jetty. Yes, a real
from-the-ground-up project.

Mountainside QTH on ZD7
The same mountainside north-facing QTH
was used as in the previous visit. The rented
house belongs to Barrie/ZD7MY, who has
now been living in the UK for several years.
Several 10m-long fibreglass poles were
used to support different single-band
vertical dipoles. These worked very well
and were lighter to carry than the SteppIR
vertical which I had used on the previous
ZD7 trip. With instant band-hopping across
all HF bands not being so simple as with the
SteppIR, on this trip there was a tendency to
stay on a given band for much longer before
QSYing to the next band. During the first
few days there was a concerted effort to
build QSO numbers on 12m CW, with this
band being worked for many hours on end.
There was also a noticeable improvement in
HF conditions as compared with the
previous visit.

Undoubtedly the eventual opening of the
new airport on St Helena (scheduled for
2015) will transform the laid-back life-style
of the islanders. The building work for the
new airport will create a huge amount of
disruption to island life and to the traffic on
the island's very limited and narrow road
system. This was already evident only a few
weeks into the project where numerous
contractor's vehicles and cars are being offloaded onto the island each time the RMS
brings a new load of cargo from South
Africa. The airport contractor is a South
African company.
Once the airport is opened it will be much
easier for visiting DXers to get to St Helena
to activate ZD7. There may be flights from
both South Africa and Ascension. However
in the meantime the islanders will be having
their lives changed not only by the advent of
the airport, but also by the inescapable
chaos that will occur during the lengthy
airport building project.

Changes on St Helena
Although it was only nine months since our
previous visit to St Helena, there were
already huge changes happening on the
island. These dramatic changes are due to
only one thing: the building of the new
airport. There never has been an airport on
St Helena. The sea has always been the only
means of access. Negotiations over the UK's
funding of a new airport have been
rumbling on for years. Despite the general
economic gloom the government has
confirmed the UK's £250m commitment to
the funding of the St Helena airport project.
The project involves not only the building
of an airport but also the building of a road
network and complete infrastructure to
support the new airport. Everything has had
to start from scratch. As there is no harbour
in St Helena through which to land the
heavy machinery needed to build the
airport, the first job is to build a jetty out
into the sea so that landing craft can be used

BERU - an acquired taste
There's no doubt about it, BERU is an
acquired taste in contesting! However, its
popularity has been growing in recent years
with the introduction of operating teams, as
well as with the added spice that is created
by having several BERU 'travellers' each
year who seek to activate a rare
Commonwealth country especially for the
contest.
Given the greater rarity of St Helena (ZD7)
compared with the Caribbean locations from
which previous BERU operations have been
made, it was more difficult than usual to
avoid a mêlée of blindly calling non-BERU
stations. However, as the contest progressed
things gradually improved as non-BERU
stations slowly realised that ZD7XF would
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indeed be taking just one day out of his two
week work-everyone work-everywhere
operating schedule, to work only BERU
stations during the contest. Within a short
time after the end of BERU, ZD7XF was
again working all comers across the bands,
including many of those who had been
calling out of turn during BERU.

ZD7XF log, which already had 12,000
QSOs from the previous operation in June
2011. Once we had received confirmation of
the return flights, the return journey, which
involved a further two-day voyage on the
RMS St Helena back to Ascension, was
uneventful. However, we again met several
people who had had their journeys messed
about by the RAF's arbitrary cancellation of
civilan bookings on their flights.

Top Band – time-consuming, but
worthwhile

Meanwhile we had left St Helena with the
hugely disruptive contruction project for the
new airport only just beginning in earnest.
Over the next few years the small island of
St Helena will experience unpresented
changes in its life-style. However, when the
new airport finally opens in a few years’
time, DXers will be able to hop over to St
Helena and put ZD7 on the air with ease.
Until that day comes the RMS will continue
to be the only way that anyone,
DXpeditioner or not, can get to the remote
South Atlantic island of St Helena.

On a small one-man-band DXpedition Top
Band can be a really time-consuming and
low-productivity activity (in terms of the
number of QSOs made). However, on this
St Helena trip it was hoped to be able to
operate for several nights on 160m. Six
nights were spent generating about 400
QSOs in total on 160m. The 80m dipole had
been lengthened to work on 160m. A 40m
vertical was used as a receive antenna, when
necessary.
Signing off from St Helena
This second visit to St Helena resulted in a
further 16,000 QSOs being added to the

_____________________________________________________________________

Swaziland DXpedition
John Saunders, EA5ARC
We notched up over 13,000 QSO’s during
our DXpedition to Swaziland, despite a
series of setbacks and other challenges.

The resort is located a little way north of the
border crossing between Swaziland and
South Africa. Rather like a hotel, there are
communal dining facilities and a swimming
pool etc. with separate thatched roof chalets
for sleeping.

It all began in the autumn of 2011 when I
spoke to Phil, G3SWH, at the RSGB
Convention. I explained that I had only done
holiday-style DX operating, but had become
keen to participate in a full DXpedition. We
agreed to visit 3DA/Swaziland together.
Specifically the Hawane Resort, where
Daniel, ZS6JR, runs an operation that
provides equipment and antennas.

Daniel, with Andy Cory, 3DAØTM, a
resident of Swaziland, undertook the task of
obtaining reciprocal licences for our
operation. At the end of the DXpedition, by
way of thanks; we presented Andy with the
flag of the Nippon DX Association, one of
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The Rock and El Tangon from the SeaWolf

Bob K4UEE ready to go, and on the way down, the easy way

HKONA team in NCDXF t-shirts

Antennas at Op A
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On 10m L-R HK1T, HK1MW, HK1R, HK1X

At OP A L-R DJ9ZB, HK1 R, LU9ESD, PP5XX

Battening down the hatches before the storm

Abseiling down from OP A, LU9ESD

OP B sleeping tents
One of the beautiful sunsets at OP A
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ZD7XF: St Helena - a return visit (Page 18)
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The RMS St Helena sails between
Ascension (ZD8), St Helena (ZD7) and
Cape Town (ZS1). It no longer comes
to the UK.

Arriving in the early morning mist and
sunlight off St Helena on the RMS
St Helena from Cape Town.

The Hawane Resort in western Swaziland

John, EA5ARC / G30LU and Phil G3SWH

Nigel G3TXF on the way to St Helena from
Cape Town. in June 2011. 12,000 CW
QSOs were made in nine days
as ZD7XF.

The RMS St Helena carries containers to and
from St Helena. It is the only regular means of
transportation to and from the island.

3DAOPWQSL
The Hawane Resort has a well equipped station with Elecraft K3 transceivers, ICOM IC2KL
amplifiers, an A4S at 24m and an A3WS at 20m, a wire 4 square for 40m and a vertical
for 30m complete with 30 x 20m long radials courtesy of Daniel, ZS6JR and
his company CQ-DX African Safaris.
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W1 NN Bangs out the Q's

What JA 1NVF Found in the Jungle

Arrival on Tinian - JE1KUC, W1NN, JA1LZR & JA1NVF
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WWII Airstrips on Tinian
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Finishing the Beverage

The Crew Breaks for Lunch
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This is a different part of the world

WWII Tinian Airstrip
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Contest DXpedition to Gozo, 9H3C (Page 32)

Malta-Gozo ferry every 30 minutes

Fan Dipole array on villa roof

Peter G3PHO (9H3C March 2012)

Contest Station

Post BERU 9H3C 2nd left 9H3ET 3'd left

The Villa
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our sponsors, and a Spanish flag to add to
his collection.

filters with tapped input and output coils
that are series-tuned coupled. This results in
deep nulls at the second harmonic and
steeper curve characteristics than the
Dunestar filters. Used together, with the
Elecraft K3s, it is generally unnecessary to
run with any other filters. LMR240 cable
was used for feeders because of its low loss
and light weight. It also has better screening
than other cables.

Daniel undertook to remain on site during
the period of our operation so that he could
assist with any technical problems resulting
from his equipment or problems at the
venue.
The venture began with a stopover at Bristol
to allow us to check cables and software for
use with my laptop, my Microham keyer
and the software agreed on, ie N1MM.
Although the software was new to me, it
was very familiar to Phil. The next day we
collected Bill, a friend of Phil’s who
travelled with us. Bill is not a licensed
amateur, but has accompanied Phil on
several of his DXpedition trips. We
travelled to Heathrow Airport for our flight
to Johannesburg, where we were met by
Bob Wood of DX Safaris. I had asked Bob
to provide transport to the Hawane Resort in
Swaziland because he could provide a
minibus and he also knew the anomalies of
the procedures at the border crossing, where
we had to provide written lists of items of
value we were taking into Swaziland. The
list had to include laptops, mobile
telephones, keyer and Bill’s iPad and Kindle
etc, that we had to declare again on leaving
the Kingdom of Swaziland. After a fourhour journey in the minibus we arrived at
the Hawane resort in the mountainous area
of Western Swaziland. It is over 4,000 ft
above sea level and the radio shack was
housed in a dedicated round hovel
(rondhavel) at the end of the site.

The Icom IC-2KL amplifiers are rated at
500W out. They are solid state, no tuning,
band-switched from 160m to 10m. The
choice of the Cushcraft A4S and A3WS was
due to the simple mechanical construction.
There is no fancy beta match and/or
ruggedised mounting plates to make the
antenna heavier… unnecessary for short
term DXpedition use. Daniel adjusted the
antenna to suit the operation, CW or SSB,
by simply adjusting the lengths of the
elements. The trailer tower was roughly
15m high with a Ham4 rotator in a small
cage and a 5m aluminium pipe at the top.
The top antenna was around 19m high and
the lower antenna, just above the rotator,
15m high. The tribander was always above
the WARC beam below.
Daniel used a full-size quarter wave vertical
for 80m, 20m in length, with 30 x 20m long
aluminium radials around the base. Over
this was placed the 40m 4 square,
comprising 4 quarter-wave verticals, each
with a single elevated radial about 2,5m
above the ground. The 80m vertical doubled
as the antenna for 30m and proved to be 2
‘S’ units up on a commercial multiband
vertical, the HyGain AV640.

Daniel, ZS6JR, had arrived the day before
in order to set up the antennas and other
equipment. He had provided 2 x Elecraft
K3s with Icom IC-2KL amplifiers. These
were set up side by side on one table,
causing us to feel concerned about
interaction between the two stations when
running at full power. Fortunately these
concerns had been addressed by Daniel. He
had chosen W3NQN bandpass filters
because they possess superior characteristics
to the others available. They are 3-pole

The single elevated radial made each
vertical easy to tune by simply altering the
length of the wire-elevated radial. Each was
fed with a quarter-wave length of LMR240
cable (LMR240 because of the higher
velocity factor that made the cable
physically strong enough to reach the
phasing box) and each had its own sleeve
current balun at the feed point. The phasing
box is the Comtek unit, the connectors
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having all been changed to N-types to
ensure good connection, because SO-239
and PL-259 connectors can be intermittent.

tricky. One had to persevere, despite
constant callers going at it full steam ahead!
The JA stations would call en masse, but
fall silent when one of them was called. If I
repeated the call and it was incorrect by
even one character there was no response –
just silence. When calling USA stations it
was often a case of sending a partial,
followed by a question mark. This was
usually replied to with the missing character
only being sent just once! If I missed that,
due to QRN or constant callers, I had to start
again with the partial and a question mark.
After a while, the penny would drop and the
operator would send his full call. When it
came to EU stations, if I made a mistake in
the callsign, the operator would invariably
send ‘NO’ followed by his full callsign
twice and this helped considerably with the
QSO rate. We had situations where
operators appeared to change their suffix or
we received only a partial call. The practice
of listening inside a pile-up was
challenging, but it was possible to ‘tune in’
aurally to specific calls. Sadly, this caused
other stations with similar characters in their
calls, to respond right on top of the station.
All in all, great fun!

Daniel favours using current baluns at key
points, such as with the tribander, WARC
duo bander, the feed points of the 40m
verticals, the feed point to the phasing box
on the cable to the shack and even on the
feed point of the 80m vertical.
We were both full of enthusiasm and
confidence when we started operating on the
first morning. The first real setback came in
the late afternoon when the skies darkened
and we experienced a major thunderstorm
with multiple lightning discharges from the
sky to the ground. This caused us to have
five electrical power cuts, one after another,
whilst trying to operate, and also caused our
computers to crash and our radios, and
amplifiers to stop. We needed to do
something about the unreliable electricity
supply, so the next morning, still lacking
power, we went to discuss the problem with
the management of the Hawane Resort. It
transpired that they possessed a back-up
generator which their handyman, a tall
Swazi with the unlikely name of December,
had tucked away in his workshop area.
After he had lifted it out and dusted it off,
we transported it to the other end of the site
so that it was close to the shack. However,
there was a snag! December had been
unable to buy fuel for the generator because
the fan belt on his pick-up truck was broken.
Fortunately we persuaded Daniel to use his
truck to pick up the fuel. The fact that the
resort did not have fuel for their spare
generator spoke volumes about their
inefficiency.

Operating with the Elecraft K3 for the first
time was interesting, but it soon became
apparent that there was a big difference
between the ways the two K3s performed.
Phil tried operating my K3 and pronounced
it as extremely difficult to use in a ‘pile-up’
situation
I started operating at 0500 local time each
morning, when a clear path to the USA on
40m provided huge pile-ups, and Phil
opened up on 30m at 0600. At 0700 we
stopped for breakfast and resumed
afterwards on 20m, where the JAs were
prolific. We skipped lunch and continued all
day, moving up with the bands as each of
them opened.

Following what turned out to be a lengthy
delay, and with the generator finally up and
running, we returned to working more of the
‘deserving’ seeking a QSO with 3DA land.
However, although the storm had subsided,
the static was so bad that copying any call in
the pile-up was virtually impossible. This
made the job of obtaining even a partial call

After sticking at it for many long days, Bill
suggested a change of routine would be
good for us and suggested we hire a minibus
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and guide for a local tour. We agreed that
the change of scenery would be good. We
were spoilt for choice regarding places to
visit. First of all, we headed for the capital,
Mbabane, and to our surprise encountered a
cow walking towards the oncoming traffic
on the main, dual carriageway. Cattle are
seldom fenced in, so are free to roam at will.
They are valued as wealth and figure highly
in the price for a bride in wedding
negotiations. At Mbabane we visited an
excellent state museum that displayed the
history of the independent Swazi nation.
We also visited the National Heritage
Centre and saw some brilliant singing and
dancing. This was followed by a guided tour
around a typical Swazi village. An unusual
stop entailed going to the mausoleum of the
current king’s father - a man venerated
because he set up the Kingdom of
Swaziland and avoided bloodshed with the
infamous Shaka Zulu. He placated Shaka
Zulu with gifts of young women and also
managed to keep the British colonialists
happy by negotiating with them and
submitting envoys to London.

Due to storm damage my computer was
zapped on the day prior to departure and I
was unable to enter any calls into the log.
This necessitated writing down each QSO
on paper and updating the master log
manually at a later stage. Phil knew of a
suitable program that was free on the
Internet that would create an ADIF file that
could be incorporated into the master log.
Luckily Phil managed to obtain a
connection on the morning of our departure,
so I was able to complete the necessary
conversion of the paper log to ADIF just
two minutes before the time agreed for the
closure of the two stations.
Our particular thanks go to our XYLs, Jan
and June for supporting our trip,
to Daniel, ZS6JR, of CQ-DX African
Safaris (www.3da0ss.net) for providing the
radios and antennas, to Andy, 3DAØTM,
for help with the licenses, to Bob Wood of
InterfaceTravel (www.interfacetravel.com)
for transport and to the management and
staff of the Hawane Resort, Mbabane
(www.hawane.co.sz) for making this
DXpedition possible - as well as to our
sponsors: the Clipperton DX Club
(www.cdxc.org/) and the Nippon DX
Association (www.ndxa.net/).

Last but not least we called in at the glass
works. The glass works, which was set up
by a Swedish entrepreneur, employs local
labour and produces ornaments, vases, wine
glasses etc. from recycled used bottles.

Statistics

Refreshed by this excellent morning
excursion into the ‘outside’ world, we
returned to Hawane and resumed our duties
providing contacts to the deserving.

Countries: 126

Once we had a substantial number of QSOs
in the log, Phil copied the data from both
laptops and set off to reception in hunt of
the site’s computer. This was the only
computer that had an Internet connection.
We soon discovered that the connection was
unreliable, so any hopes of a daily upload to
LoTW, Club Log and www.g3swh.org.uk
receded. It was very frustrating to watch
Phil trying to upload to Club Log, because
the upload would stop a third of the way
through each time.

Band

QSOs

28 MHz
24 MHz
21 MHz
17 MHz
14 MHz
10 MHz
7 MHz

1,610
4,322
2,083
2,263
1,105
1,215
775

TOTAL

13,374 all CW
John Saunders, EA5ARC
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Putting KHØ on the 160m Map
Hal Offutt, W1NN/7J1AAI
included Joe’s high school buddy and
regular Saipan visitor Kit, JA1NVF (AHØJ)
and Takky, JE1KUC. The latter, a true
electronics and mechanical wizard, would
only be with us until the antenna work was
finished and would return to Tokyo during
the contest. Kit is not a CW man, so the
contest operators would consist of just Joe
and me.

Last December I received a tantalizing
message from my long-time friend Joe
Iwakura, JA1LZR: “Hal-san, please call me
so that I would like to talk about my Tinian
trip next month for CQ WW 160 contest.”
It was signed ‘Joe, NHØZ’.
This was the first time I had realized that
Joe had a new US callsign. When I first met
him in New York in the mid-1980s he held
the call N2AIR. My first thought was that
he must be awfully serious about Saipan if
he had traded in his long-held mainland call
for a new one. I was right about that.

A planning meeting was held in midJanuary and we divided a big pile of
equipment and antennas among the four of
us to take as accompanied baggage. We
arranged to take the same flight that would
get us to our destination by late afternoon on
Thursday, January 26. This would give us
all day Friday and Saturday to put up the
antennas and get ready for the contest. The
contest itself starts at 0800 local time on
Saturday, but of course there would be
nobody to work on 160m until shortly
before sunset, giving us the whole day for
antenna work.

At the time the e-mail came in I was in
Tokyo, where I spend a substantial
percentage of my time every year, so I
quickly called his mobile. Joe explained that
he and a friend were putting together a new
station on Tinian Island and asked if I would
like to come with him to operate the CQ
WW 160 CW contest in late January. He
said that they had been operating on 80-10
since they started work on the new station in
January of 2011, but that there was not yet a
160 antenna. We would be the first to
activate Top Band from the new QTH, but
first we would have to put up antennas.

Saipan is located nearly 1,500 miles (2,400
km) directly south of Tokyo, and the flight
takes less than three hours. With a time
difference from Japan of only one hour, jet
lag is not an issue for those coming from
Japan. On the other hand, if you want to
reach Saipan from NA or Europe, you’re
looking at a minimum of 17-20 hours of
travel time and a very big time difference.
That certainly explains why most contest
and DX operations from Saipan are
Japanese. In the past there were large multisingle and even multi-multi contest
operations by Japanese groups (KHØAM
comes to mind) from one of the Japaneseowned beachfront hotels on Saipan Island,
but the ownership of the hotel changed and
there have been no such operations in recent
years. There is still one modest rental shack
at the Himawari Hotel in downtown
Garapan City where individual hams
sometimes operate (I had a nice eyeball

My XYL and I had visited Saipan a year
earlier for a short vacation and a lookaround to see if we might like to rent or buy
a vacation house there. It is the US territory
closest to Japan and has obvious attractions
to an active radio contester like I am.
However, we discovered that its housing
stock is very poor and we didn’t see
anything that we would want to live in, so
the idea was pretty much shelved and I had
cooled off about Saipan. But this was
different and it sounded like a great
adventure, so after giving it a little thought,
I told Joe that I would love to come along.
The group consisted of three Japanese and
me. In addition to Joe and me, the party
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QSO with Bob Henderson, 5B4AGN, who
happened to be there when I visited in
2010). But even when KHØAM was active,
they made few 160 contacts and the rental
shack in Garapan has no 160 antenna, so we
thought that if we could put out a decent
signal on 160 that we would be pretty
popular.

Early Friday morning we got to work. Our
goal for the day was to put up the transmit
antenna and radials. We would then tackle
the Beverage on Saturday. For the transmit
antenna Joe had brought an 18 meter
Spiderbeam telescopic fiberglass pole from
Japan to support an inverted L, so our first
task was to figure out where to locate it.
We decided on a spot about 100 meters
from the shack and about 20 meters away
from a tree which we thought would be a
good support for the horizontal portion of
the antenna.

The island of Tinian is located just five or
so miles southwest of Saipan. There used to
be a ferry between the two islands, but it no
longer operates and the only way to get
there today is to take a six-seat propeller
plane from Saipan Airport. The planes fly
when they get enough passengers or
baggage to reach their weight limit, so
passengers must sometimes wait until the
plane is full. The flight is only ten minutes
in length, but it is quite exciting as you fly
very low and get a fabulous view of both
islands and the ocean from the large
windows of the plane.

It was tough work. It was hot and humid and
of course our bodies were accustomed to
Tokyo’s winter weather. Fortunately there
were not a lot of bugs, but the dense jungle
underbrush was extremely difficult to walk
through and there were various burrs and
small thorns that you were well advised to
avoid. Kit tries to keep the whole area cut
down but it grows back quickly.

Tinian Island itself is quite small, measuring
about 12 miles long north to south and about
six in width at its widest point. The
population in 2010 was only 3,126.

Since the mast would support less than half
of the antenna length, and since the top of
the mast was quite thin, the plan was to
make the horizontal portion rather short,
wrap as much as possible of the excess
around the base of the antenna and then run
the remaining wire out horizontally from a
few feet above the base and then back to the
feedpoint at the base, forming a sort of thin
triangle.

We arrived at the station on schedule at
about 5pm, leaving a little time to look
around before dark. The station is located in
a two-storey, four-unit apartment building
and Kit rents one of the upper units. He is
the only tenant in the building and it looks
like the other units have been empty for
quite a while. He has free use of around six
acres of land in front of the apartment
building and had already put up a number of
wire antennas and a simple two-element
SteppIR tribander. The QTH is located on
the northern slope of a ridge that runs from
east to west across the island and seems to
be several hundred feet above sea level
pretty close to the high point of the island.
There is a straight shot down to the ocean in
the two directions that matter most –
northeast for NA and northwest for EU.
From the balcony there is a fabulous view of
the ocean, where we all enjoyed relaxing
during our breaks and in the evening.

The work proceeded apace and by late
afternoon the antenna and about 20 radials
were in place and the coax run to the shack
completed. As soon as the band opened we
tested the transmit antenna by working a
pile of JAs and one or two US West Coast
stations. It was working, but we really
couldn’t tell how well yet.
The Beverage went up on Saturday. This
was another task involving much trudging
through thick, unpleasant underbrush in the
hot sun. We were quite concerned about
getting a good ground, as you quickly run
into coral a few inches down into the soil.
After much struggling, we managed to get
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ground rods placed at both ends, but they
we quite shallow and we were not very
confident that the antenna would work very
well.

initially. We only needed to wind a short
amount of wire at the bottom of the mast
and the antenna loaded fine. We also
switched amps for Day Two, upping our
power from around 500W to nearly the legal
limit. Not quite sure of the source of our
noise at that point, we shortened the
Beverage in hopes of getting further away
from an electric power line, but this didn’t
do anything to help.

The contest started off as expected Saturday
at our sunset, with a couple of good hours
running mostly JA stations. The first QSO
went in the log at 0845z. Most of Japan is
around 1,500 miles due north, so there was
no trouble hearing these stations. The
occasional Zone 19, 30 and 31 station called
in, but the hoped-for East Coast callers did
not appear. It was not until 1218z that we
managed to find and work N7DD for our
first NA contact. The next couple of hours
brought only eight more NA stations. EU
was even worse. After much calling we
finally managed to get RL3A to hear us at
1642z but none of the other weak stations
we tried calling could hear us. Tired from
our hard antenna work during the day and
discouraged, and with few new JA stations
to work, we took a three-hour break in the
middle of the night and got on again a
couple of hours before our sunrise. But we
could only add four more EU stations in the
20z hour, each QSO being a struggle. Day
One ended with 171 total contacts,
including 9 NA and 5 EU.

Day Two started off much better with a loud
W8JI calling in from Georgia at our sunset
at 0821z. Wow! hanks Tom and team! I
found out later that the ‘JI op had been my
old friend Dan, K1TO, who was aware of
our operation and was looking for us at our
sunset. NQ4I, also located in Georgia, made
it into the log an hour or so later, but the
volume of NA stations we were hoping for
never materialized. We never heard or
worked any other stations east of the
Mississippi and most of the other NA
contacts we did make were very weak. We
were only able to work a total of 12 NA
stations on Day Two. I later heard from my
friend Phil, NØKE, in Colorado that he and
a number of others were calling us, but that
we were not hearing them. So the transmit
antenna was working, but the noise was
covering up our callers.

Both the vertical and the Beverage had
seemed very quiet during the day, but with
sunset an S6 buzzing noise appeared that we
just couldn't eliminate with the K3. With the
dawn the noise had disappeared. Later that
day we figured out that it must be coming
from one of the few streetlights within miles
of us that just happened to be about 200
meters from both of our antennas.

Europe was quite a bit better, however. Day
Two brought 36 more EUs, some of whom
were quite strong. However, the opening
was limited to Eastern and Southern Europe
and we never heard or worked a single zone
14 station. We read DR1A’s 3830 report
later that they didn’t manage to work a
single JA, so it looks like conditions just
weren’t there. Perhaps this is what we will
have to face for the next several years on
Top Band.

We were somewhat relieved to read various
reports on CQ Contest that everyone else
was struggling too, but we decided that both
antennas needed help. We took down the
transmit antenna and started over, running
about 20 meters of very thin wire to the top
as the horizontal portion. It sloped
downward somewhat, but this worked out
quite well and it was actually lighter than
the shorter but heavier wire we had used

Our final total during the contest was 274
contacts, 29 countries and 9 states/provinces
(AZ, NV, NM, CA, MT, CO, OR, GA and
WA). Outside the contest we worked
another 133 stations on 160m.
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On Saturday after our work was done and
before the contest, Kit took us on a short
tour of the island. Saipan in general and
Tinian in particular have a long, rather sad
history of changing rulers and strife. First
controlled by the Spanish, then the
Germans, then the Japanese after WWI, the
islands were captured by the US during
WWII and the existing Japanese airfield on
Tinian was expanded and turned into a
major base for launching air raids on Japan.
The airstrips have been long abandoned and
today are slowly deteriorating in the tropical
sun. They are unguarded and completely
accessible and Kit drove us along several of
the runways and showed us what is left of
the old Japanese command headquarters and

the area where the atomic bombs were
loaded onto the B-29s that took off from
Tinian to bomb Hiroshima and Nagasaki in
August 1945. A sad chapter of history, to be
sure, but fortunately one that is rapidly
becoming ancient history.
Kit is hoping that he can offer his shack to
visiting hams on a rental basis in the future.
He can be reached at the e-mail address
shown for AHØJ at QRZ.com. There is one
large casino hotel on the island (see
http://tinian-dynasty.com/), which seems to
offer pretty decent accommodation.
We are planning another effort in the 2013
CQ WW 160 CW contest. Wish us luck!

_____________________________________________________________________

Lightweight Commonwealth Contest
DXpedition to Gozo, 9H3C
Peter Day, G3PHO
In 2011, at the ‘ripe old age’ of 73 years, I
made my very first small scale DXpedition
outside the UK. I’d been on many a UKbased portable trip with local club members
and have done countless weekend trips,
involving overnight camping (some on
mountain tops), to rare UK locator squares
for my microwave pals, but I’d never taken
equipment overseas before the 2011
Commonwealth Contest (BERU), apart
from two long-term periods as an immigrant
to New Zealand in the 60s and 70s. After
last year’s surprising BERU success as
VP2V/G3PHO (3rd position in the
Restricted Section) I now wanted more…
the travelling bug had bitten! So in October
last year I looked to the Mediterranean for
the 2012 contest. The Med is not only a
much shorter flight than that to the
Caribbean, but is also a far cheaper place to
visit. The Caribbean, while it is a beautiful
part of the world, is very expensive. Where
else would a litre bottle of gin at $6 US be
cheaper than a box of Kellogg’s cornflakes

at $6.50? The villa that I rented on the
British Virgin Islands last year cost $2,400
for ten days and, when added to two airfares
at £800 each and car hire at $700, a sizeable
dent was made in my amateur radio pocket
money.
However, the Mediterranean does not offer
anywhere near the choice of British
Commonwealth Areas (BCAs) that the
Caribbean provides so it was a choice of
either Gibraltar, Malta or Cyprus. Gibraltar
(ZB2) was out of the question as it’s nigh on
impossible to get a full callsign out there
and, in any case, the choice of operating site
would mean the ‘Rock’ would be in the way
whatever the location. Cyprus (ZC4/5B4)
has enough resident Commonwealth Contest
operators in any case, so I was left with
Malta.
A quick ‘Google’ soon told me that the
island of Gozo was the place to visit, rather
than the island of Malta itself, since it’s the
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most scenic of the Maltese island group and
has a distinctive culture of its own, thus
making it a interesting place for my wife
and I to have a short holiday outside the
BERU weekend. The climate, according to
Google, was also quite acceptable in March,
with average daytime temperatures around
15°C and nights down to 9 or 10°C… at
least that’s what Google said (more on this
later). I searched around the rental villa
websites and decided to take a chance on the
south coast of Gozo, rather than the northern
one, as the ferry between Malta and Gozo
terminates at Mgarr on Gozo, just 25
minutes across the water from the Malta
side. We were advised that car hire on Gozo
was unnecessary as there is a very good bus
service (and the Gozitans have a ‘green’
environmental policy) so I didn’t want to be
too far from the ferry for both our arrival
and departure. In the final event we found a
villa,
Mediterranean
Seaviews,
in
Ghanjsielem, just 12 minutes walk from the
ferry terminal. It was nice and high up
above the harbour and had very good HF
radio take-offs in almost every direction.
For our arrival and departure, the villa
owner, Frank Tabone, arranged a taxi to and
from the international airport on Malta and a
free pick-up shuttle service from the Mgarr
ferry to the villa.

new but very pleasant experience for us.
Having taken amateur radio gear through
airport security without an problem the
previous year, I thought I was going to have
a similar time of it this year… wrong!
Heathrow’s security is tighter than ever. I
carried my IC-706 Mk2G, Microham MkII
keyer, LDG IT-100 auto ATU, mini Asus
laptop and SEC 1223 PSU in small
backpacks that my wife and I took into the
aircraft cabin, leaving the antennas, coax
and other essentials to fill up, at 20kg each,
the two hold cases.
Airport security demands that all electrical
items are taken out of carry-on baggage and
placed on trays at the scanning stations. My
own backpack and gear went through fine,
but my wife’s created some concern as
she’d forgotten to take out the power
supply. So we were both whisked off to a
separate area and asked to explain what all
the gear was for. Of course I had all the
necessary documents and it was a relief to
find the security officer to be a most
pleasant bloke. He had been a radio operator
in the Royal Navy and I think I may have
persuaded him to visit his local radio club
(Crawley?) with a view to sitting his
amateur radio exam! On taking everything
out of my wife’s bag they found a small but
heavy cardboard box and wanted to know
what was in that. I replied, “It’s a Morse
key”. Actually it was my keying paddle, on
a heavy rectangular brass base. I was told
this was not really permissible as a carry-on
item as it could be used as a weapon.
Fortunately the radio-friendly officer waved
me through this time, but the message is
clear to anyone reading this… double-check
the regulations before you pack your bags.
I’ve heard of one radio amateur who had a
bag of tie wraps confiscated as they might
be used as ligatures to garrote the air hostess
and pilot!

Frank was certainly the most caring and
hard-working host you could wish for.
Nothing was too much trouble for him.
Before I made the final online reservations,
I explained in e-mails to him just what I
wanted to do… install a wire antenna
system at the villa and operate a short wave
radio station for eight days or so. I also
explained what the Commonwealth Contest
was about and he seemed to get really
interested in the project. In fact he was so
interested that he said I’d no need to bring
any tools, extension cables and a mast as he
would have them waiting for me on arrival!

On arrival in Malta our carry-on baggage
was again checked before the arrival gate.
This time I emptied everything out onto the
table, only to be greeted with, “It’s an IC706’ ! The security officer was English and

Tuesday, 6 March, saw my wife and I leave
Sheffield just before 6am to take the long
drive from Sheffield to Heathrow Terminal
4. This time we were flying on Air Malta, a
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had a GØ callsign. As a result we were out
of the airport in quick time.

dipoles. However, I had no reports of
interference to the radio or TV but I did
cause the PIR-operated stair lights in our
villa to switch on every time I 'hit the key'.
Since we were high above the harbour, I
guess ships' captains out in the channel
thought a new lighthouse had just come on!
I just hoped Frank's mother didn't have the
same problem.

So by mid afternoon we were being greeted
by David, our taxi driver, at Malta
international airport and whisked off for a
bumpy ride of almost an hour to the MaltaGozo ferry terminal. Once across the
channel were we picked up by Frank
himself and taken to our villa, where he had
laid on a complementary welcome meal!
This was service indeed! I should mention
here that the weather at this time was quite
mild, but breezy, and we were lulled into a
false sense of security as time would tell.
The following day saw the erection of the
fan dipole antenna system that had done so
well at VP2V. Frank, who works as a
deputy head in a local primary school, took
time off to help me pull the four dipoles (80,
40, 20 and 10m... the 40m dipole also
working on 15m) up a short wooden mast
which he’d provided. This was lashed with
tie wraps to the rail of the rooftop terrace of
the tall building.

By Wednesday, 7 March, I was ready to
make my first transmission under the nice
9H3C callsign the local authorities had
issued to me for free for one month. Having
worked countless numbers of 9H stations
from the UK in the past I was not prepared
for the pile-ups 9H3C seemed to attract.
While not at the level of those experienced
in VP2V last year, when I made over 3,600
contacts in a few days, they were
nevertheless substantial and I soon realised
that 9H was on many people's wanted list,
especially on the WARC bands and 40m
and even more so in Japan! I had always
intended to do the bare minimum of
operating outside the Commonwealth
Contest as we wanted to have a holiday in a
place we'd never been to before, so my
operating was confined to around an hour or
so a day. Nevertheless some 860 QSOs are
in the log and, when added to the 732
worked in BERU, made for a sizeable order
of QSL cards from my local printers back in
the UK. These cards are now available for
anyone who worked 9H3C this March. By
the way, 9H3C has been also issued to other
visitors to Malta in the past, so don't confuse
my operations with those! Only QSOs made
between 7-15 March 2012 will be confirmed
by me. The logs are now also on LoTW and
Clublog.

On arrival the previous day, I must admit to
a feeling of dismay, realising there was no
garden whatsoever at this villa and thought
that getting the antennas out, especially the
80m dipole, would be extremely difficult.
The photos on Frank's website did not
indicate a lack of garden. I needn’t have
worried, though, as Frank was more than
happy to let the antennas spread across the
roofs of the villas on either side of ours…
he had the one to the left and his mother
lived in the one to the right of ours! His
mother’s rooftop also had a useful flagpole
which held the 80m dipole up nicely along
part of its length. All the dipoles were in
inverted-V style and were finally tuned to
the lower ends of each band using a
miniVNA.

In the days leading up to the
Commonwealth Contest weekend the
weather was quickly deteriorating, so by the
Friday evening there were northwesterly
80mph gales with torrential rain sweeping
across this islands. Night-time temperatures
were down to 6° C. I feared for the wooden
mast I had put up, so on Friday night I

A worry that always exists with rental
locations like these is the proximity of
domestic wiring and possible RFI problems.
Houses in Gozo have overhead power lines
supplying them and, along with overhead
telephone cables, they were very near my
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braved the tempest and managed to fix a
back stay to it, which seemed to do the trick.

even for Malta in March. Over in
Marsalforn the sea had come over the sea
wall, flooding shops and restaurants along
the front. This was no ordinary storm.

While all this was going on there was
another saga taking place on the north coast
of Gozo! Just a few miles north of me, Peter
Hobbs, G3LET, had arrived to do the
contest field day-style from a ploughed field
on a high promontory near the seaside resort
of Marsalforn. I'd been in e-mail contact
with him before I left the UK and we had
arranged to meet up for a meal on the
Monday after the contest. Peter's wife had
the good sense to stay indoors at their rental
in Marsalforn while Peter spent Friday
setting up his portable station in the farmer's
field. He wasn't to know what was coming
later, so he happily erected Spiderpolebased, full-size ground planes for both 80
and 40m and wires for the other bands. The
idea was to operate from inside his RV,
using a petrol genny as power source.

So let the game begin. It's 11 am Malta
time. I'd prepared a game plan based using
information found in Club Log, to find out
which bands opened to where and at what
time of day in March, from Malta to various
Commonwealth areas. So I was armed with
a self-made propagation chart and the initial
idea was to start on 20m and work up
through to 10m during the day, always
checking the higher bands for multipliers
when runs dried up - or at least every half
hour or so. Club Log allows you to research
this quite easily, using its history of QSOs
over several years.
I also wanted to beat my already good score
in 2011 and so tried to exceed the 2011
hourly scoring rates, every hour. This I
managed to do. Even though I lost half an
hour at the start I still equalled the first hour
of my VP2V log. Ten metres was alive with
stations at the word go so, because you can't
let a good 10m opening slip through your
fingers, I decided to begin up there and
work down, contrary to my game plan. John
Plenderleith, 9M6XRO, was my first contest
QSO at 1034z and, after three hours, I was a
healthy 40 contacts in front of last year. For
the first four hours I alternated between 10
and 15m and didn't get onto 20m until well
after 2pm UTC. I managed to keep ahead of
my 2011 hourly scores throughout the 24
hours of this contest and finished with 733
contacts, well up on the 615 (before
adjudication) of the previous year.

Like myself he was entering the Restricted
Section of the Commonwealth Contest. His
location was superb, much better than mine
in fact... a great take-off to the NW to the
UK and Canada, from where many of the
BERU contacts come, and also good for
Asia, VK and ZL. I was more favourably
located for Africa, the Caribbean and
Oceania - while being passable for the
nearer UK and even Canada. Friday night
and Saturday morning took both of us by
surprise. The contest was due to start at
1100 Malta time, but by then both of us
were in strife. Peter's 80m Spiderpole had
been snapped in half and I had to replace a
current balun at the feedpoint of the fan
dipoles. It has been stressed by the wind
until the coax connection had failed. This
only came to light with five minutes to go
before the start of BERU. Half an hour later
I'd managed to put a new balun in place, but
at the risk of being saturated with rain and
blown off the roof terrace. In addition to all
this we had to contend with floods. Just
before the start of the contest I went
downstairs and opened the front door to find
the Amazon river was flowing past the
steps! The rainfall had been incredibly high,

Meanwhile, the intrepid G3LET of
Antarctic fame in the 60s was battling the
elements as 9H3ET in his RV. In spite of
the atrocious weather and a broken 80m
antenna, he managed to spend the full 24
hours logging over 1,100 contacts on paper
with his left hand while sending CW at the
same time with his right hand! During this
time his vehicle had also been sinking into
the muddy ploughed field. In contrast I was
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in a cosy upstairs room with a gas heater
keeping me warm, with an XYL bringing
me drinks and food at appropriate times. In
fact I only had to leave my chair for the
usual calls of Mother you-know-who! Peter
Hobbs certainly deserves something extra
for his efforts this year. I can't think of
anyone else who would have carried on in
the conditions he experienced. The rest of us
would most likely have abandoned the event
after an hour or two. To produce what might
turn out to be a winning score is even more
remarkable. His 1,100-odd QSOs, made
with 100W and wire antennas, put him in
real contention for top honours with the ‘big
guns’ who were in the Open Section and
using linear amps and beams.

By midnight my score was 150 above last
year’s at the same time and I was feeling
good, but where were all the multipliers? In
spite of many more contacts I was not
getting those essential BERU areas that
make a winning entry. While I was more
than aware of the need to take time off
running and going to Search and Pounce for
multipliers, I was was not hearing many. As
a result my final points score is a couple of
hundred down on last year, in spite of a
much higher QSO total. The Caribbean is
always a good source of multipliers with
stations on most years from 6Y, J6, J8, VP9,
ZF, V31, VP2E, VP2M and the like. If you
can get them to change bands you can
usually clock up a healthy tally of 'mults'.
Sadly this was not to be for me this year as,
although I worked all the call areas from
that region, I didn't get them on all five
bands. Of course it's easier to work G, VE,
VK etc. on all bands. In my view it would
be great if the separate entities of the UK
were scored separately, along the lines of
the ZL and VK call area. I
cannot
understand why ZL1 to 9 count separately
(in a country the size of the UK) yet GM,
GW, G, GI, GU and GJ only count as one
area.

Operating from overseas locations is very
interesting for any UK amateur because the
patterns of openings on the various bands
vary from what we are used to. In the VP2V
situation the contest started at 0600
Caribbean time and the idea then is to start
on 80m and work up the bands to 10m as
the day progresses. So it was uncanny to
hear 599+ Gs on 80m as the contest started.
From 9H3 it was a little like being in the
UK in that one could start on 20m (although
there is still some 40m propagation at 1000
UTC in the UK) and then move up the
bands, leaving the 40/80m stints for late
evening and into the depths of the ‘red eye’
period of midnight to 6am.

In the UK it's often possible to have a
couple of hours’ sleep around 0300 UTC,
but not so in Malta! The bands are still alive
then and no one was more surprised than I
at the sound of ZLs on the long path coming
through at around 0345 on 20m. This year,
there were seemingly loads of them,
including rare DX in the form of ZL7!

By midnight on Saturday I'd worked
hundreds of UK stations, but not as many
Canadians as I would have liked. In fact I
didn't work anyone west of VE3. How much
of that is down to propagation or my
location is debatable, but the bread and
butter VE multiplier QSOs where not there
for me. Saturday night on 80m also threw
up a Russian CW contest which provided
unwanted QRM over and above that of the
non BERU stations and DQRMers who
insisted on calling me for a QSO. I must
program an F key on the computer to send a
rude message to these folk!

One thing I really like about BERU is the
reappearance, each year, of old friends and
the contest regulars, some of whom come on
from a different location each year. This
year it was Nigel, G3TXF, who was running
a master class in contest operating from his
ZD7XF location. He was a colossal signal
on every band and seemingly never let up
for the full 24 hours. His score will certainly
reflect that. It's also a pleasure to work
operators who live in one's local area and
who are members of the same club as
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oneself. Fellow Sheffield ARC members
G4FAL (operating at G6PZ) and GØHSA
gave me much valued points - as did Old
Timer Philip, G3NEO, whose distinctive
'dahdit
dit
dahdahdah' is easily
recognisable through any pile-up. Then, of
course, there are the fellow BERU travellers
such as Dave, J88DR (G3TBK), and Bob,
VP9/G3PJT, who are somewhere exotic
year after year.

Still, at the time of writing this in early
April, Peter and I hold the top two positions
in the Restricted Section, before the logs are
adjudicated. Just a handful of contacts
below me is fellow team member Alan,
C56XA(G3XAQ), so I may lose my 2nd
position if his log has fewer errors than
mine! Our Team Med/Africa consisted of
Captain C4Z, ZB2EO, C56XA, 9H3ET and
myself 9H3C, At the moment we seem to
have done very well, but then again team
Caribbean somehow managed to tack the
Atlantic Ocean onto their area and had the
might of ZD7XF to take them to a great
score.

Throughout the contest I would hear my
neighbour and fellow team member 9H3ET
knocking them off at a rapid rate. I tried not
to get disheartened when I saw he was over
300 QSOs ahead of me at 0100, thinking he
must running a linear and directional
antennas. It was only later, at our gettogether for dinner at a nice Gozitan
restaurant on Monday evening, that he
broke the bad news to me: he was also on
the Restricted Section, running 100W to
wire verticals! The QTH he had chosen
certainly did its stuff as there were times
when he was working stations I couldn't
really copy at all.

BERU is not all about winning, although
that would be nice! It's really about taking
part in what must be the best and most
friendly contest in the world... you even
have time to say GL to your pals!
See you all next year, I hope.
Peter Day, 9H3C (G3PHO)

_____________________________________________________________________

Workshop Tips and techniques
8. Antenna Rotators
Peter Chadwick, G3RZP
Most DXers have a beam, and to go with it,
a rotator or rotor as it is sometimes called.
The rotator lives in an adverse and
inaccessible environment, and it is a tribute
to them that they stand up to it as well as
they do! They are, of course, very
susceptible to what is known by the
technical engineering name of ‘Sod’s Law’,
and will generally show a predilection for
failure at the wrong moment, such as an
expedition to a new country coming along

and the beam becoming stuck in totally the
wrong direction. It is at this time that the
advantage of the ‘Armstrong’ rotator
method becomes apparent, and indeed,
many stations with beams shortly after
WW2 had some quite fearsome mechanical
arrangements to allow beam rotation from
the operating position.
So it is actually worthwhile doing some
maintenance occasionally – even with an
Armstrong rotator. How much will depend
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on how well the installation was done in the
first place.

ignite. Then use new grease on the ball runs
and the gears, and a light oiling of bearings.

Rotators are rated for the wind load they can
withstand, as well as the maximum weight.
Where possible, a head cage such that the
rotator stub mast carrying the beam is
supported above the rotator takes a lot of
sideways thrust off the rotator. However, it
is important to make sure that the bearing is
aligned true so that the rotator does not see a
larger load at places as it rotates. A very
simple and sensitive test for this is to
monitor the current as the rotator is run end
to end: it should stay substantially constant.

Do not use too much grease: when the
rotator gets hot in summer, it will run out
and maybe into places where you don’t
want it, such as the brake, while in winter it
will become hard and increase the load on
the motor. I use a lithium-based wheel
bearing grease. If you can get stainless steel
balls (I only found them available on special
order and at a price that made me decide
that I wasn’t going to have stainless steel
balls) replacing the balls with stainless ones
is probably worthwhile.

Other problems that I have had are the bolts
tapped into the aluminium housing of a T2X
coming loose, even when Loctite has been
used. Stainless steel bolts corrode with
aluminium, but so do galvanised or
cadmium plated – except you can’t readily
get ‘cad plate and passivate’ any more. I use
stainless steel with a generous coating of
grease, a plate fitted under the bolts so that
they can’t move, and stainless steel single
turn coil lock washers. This has worked
well.

The designs of rotators originally produced
by Cornell-Dubilier Electronics (CDE) were
sold through various companies until they
have ended up as part of the MFJ
conglomerate, although still called HyGain.
The older ones had the connecting wires
attached to a terminal strip, and this is a
weak point from the corrosion viewpoint.
The substitution of an aluminium plate, a
sealed gland, a ‘tail’ of cable, allows a
connection
to
be
made
where
weatherproofing is easy. My approach is to
use some plastic plumbing fittings that
allow blanking plugs with glands to be fitted
and the wires joined with a ‘chocolate
block’ inside, with a small capsule of silica
gel. This is on the basis that if the fittings
are suitable for keeping water in, they
should keep water out! Incidentally, all
cables coming down the support should be
attached to a messenger rope that supports
the weight rather than letting them hang on
their own.

After the rotator has been up for some years,
it is more than likely that the balls in the
bearings have corroded. Now, having
corroded balls is not a good thing, as it leads
to more wear on the bearing surfaces.
Fortunately most bearing places can supply
new balls for very reasonable prices around £4 for 250 the last time I bought any.
These were 3/8 inch diameter for a
CDE/HyGain/Telex rotator. Replacing them
is likely to be a dirty business and the living
room carpet is NOT recommended! The
manufacturer’s manual usually provides
information on taking the rotator apart: as
you are replacing the balls, Sod’s Law
operates and says you will not lose any of
the old ones. A good wash out with WD40
to remove dirt, old grease and so on is
worthwhile, but make sure the WD40 has all
evaporated before reassembling or even
running the motor – a spark can lead to a
mini-explosion as the paraffin vapours

Various types of brake are found in rotators.
The HyGain T2X has a wedge which fits
into slots in the housing, giving a very
positive braking action. It has the
disadvantage that releasing the brake before
the rotator has stopped turning produces a
very large torsional stress, thus requiring a
high degree of operator attention – not
necessarily that easy in the cut and thrust of
a contest after some 20 or 30 hours of
operation. This can be dealt with by suitable
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electronics in the control box: in my case it
uses some suitable relays – one of which is
a ‘slugged’ slow release relay. One other
problem is that especially if there is some
wind pressure, friction may make it difficult
for the wedge to disengage. I fitted an extra
transformer which applies double the
voltage to the brake solenoid for about 1
second which helps avoid this problem.

complex digital controls, allowing the beam
to be set to a given heading digitally. Other
systems use some quite complex methods to
produce an attractive display, but under
some circumstances RF feedback can make
these give extremely peculiar answers. This
is especially so where the tower or mast is
used as a vertical radiator on the LF bands,
and fitting a number of ferrite choke beads
or even wrapping the rotator cable several
times round a suitable ferrite ring may be
required.
Most rotators use a 2-phase capacitor start,
capacitor run, AC induction motor: the
rotation speed will be 5/6ths of that for the
same device used in the US. There are two
motor windings wired in series: the common
point is connected to one side of the AC
motor supply, a capacitor is connected
across the whole winding and the AC is
applied to one end or the other, depending
on which direction of rotation is required.
The capacitor is desirably (but not always)
in the control box, and is usually an AC
rated electrolytic capacitor of around 25
microfarads. It is not unknown for these to
fail – the current through them is high and
they can get hot. I have found that a
satisfactory replacement is an ex-valve TV
set 50 plus 50 microfarads 300 volt
capacitor: the can is insulated and the two
sections used in series. Because of the
intermittent nature of rotator use, the
electrolytic has not given any problems after
more than 20 years – touch wood! Some
rotators use a well underrated transformer
because of the intermittent use, and a
thermal switch in series with the winding
disables rotation if the transformer gets too
hot. Another problem area in some cases is
the use of incandescent illuminating lamps:
these can get too hot for their surroundings.
A dropping resistor or changing to white
LEDS is worth doing, but may need some
design changes.

Worm drive rotators do provide very
positive braking. This is at the expense of
requiring either a slow stopping – possibly
by using a flywheel – or accepting that a
sudden stop will provide a high shock
loading effect. A large array – a 5-element
20m beam with interlaced 4-element 10 and
15 metre beams 8 feet above it had the
problem that even with delayed braking, the
stub mast carrying the beams would still
rotate within the clamp on the rotator and a
‘pinning’ bolt was required. It is advisable,
incidentally, where possible to use ‘Nyloc’
self-locking nuts, and these should only be
used once, as in aircraft maintenance.
Alternatively, where sufficient thread length
is available, the use of locknuts is
permissible. Again, stainless steel nuts,
screws, bolts and washers and Loctite is
recommended.
Using the tower or mast as a vertical with
the beam providing top loading as a
‘capacity hat’ can prove very effective. For
the beam to be a capacity hat, RF current
has to flow from it to ground, and to get to
the beam in the first place is usually through
the rotator. When using a HyGain rotator,
this means through a number of paths
including the expensive direction indication
potentiometer, and in my case, to its
detriment. A number of remedies are
available. Firstly from the head unit cage, fit
suitable straps to the stub mast to provide a
lower impedance path. In the rotator fit
suitable bypass capacitors – 0.01 microfarad
disc ceramics, but get ones with at least a
300 volt rating – 50-volt ones in theory can
stand 24 volts AC, but some of them
definitely cannot. HyGain rotators can have
the basic analogue control box, or more

In the HyGain rotators, if one end of the
potentiometer goes open, it is possible to
make a constant current source with a FET
and use the potentiometer as a rheostat: this
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restores operation without taking the rotator
down, and is also cheaper!

Rotator cable use has some fairly thick
cores, often two of them for the brake.
When long runs are used it becomes
worthwhile to investigate using thick wires
for the motor drive as well: the drop over
180 feet is not as low as one would
necessarily wish. Like all cables, the
minimum bend radius should be observed,
especially where the cable is subject to
flexing and temperature extremes. It is not
an area where it is worth skimping to save
pennies – neither of course, is the coax that
also runs up the mast or tower.

It is possible to produce one’s own electrical
rotation system: direction indication can be
done in a number of ways, including the use
of synchros. These occasionally appear in
junk sales and the like, but obtaining
suitable weatherproof motors is more
difficult: at one time the ‘prop pitch’ motor
used for variable pitch aircraft propellers
were readily available, but this is no longer
the case. It was said that these could turn the
earth under the beam. For a large antenna
array there are few really big rotators
available, but it is wise to figure out the size
of array that is going to go on the rotator,
and choose one capable of at least 20%
more loading.

Finally, DO make sure that the loop of coax
between the beam and the tower is more
than big enough to allow full rotation of the
beam - before you get it all up in the air!

_____________________________________________________________________

IOTA News
Update of data in IOTA Directory (2011 edition)
IOTA reference number issued
AS-175

VU

Gujarat State West group (India)

Operations which have provided acceptable validation material
AS-175

AT2DW

Bet Shankhodhar (Bet Dwarks) Island (March 2012)

NA-189

XF1AA

Isabela Island (March 2012)

OC-221
OC-232

YB8XM/P
4WØVB/P

Kai Kecil Island, Kai Islands (September/October 2011)
Atauro Island (February 2012)

SA-039

CW5GI

Gorriti Island (March/April 2012)

This list includes operations where validation material was volunteered, ie not specifically
required for credit to be given. In all cases, cards now submitted will be accepted by
Checkpoints if they meet normal standards. This means that the island name should be printed
on the card.
Roger Balister, G3KMA, RSGB IOTA Manager
18 April 2012
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The RTTY Column
Roger Cooke, G3LDI


RTTY and BARTG

The details of all these contests can be
found at the BARTG Home page:

Most people are probably aware of the
British Amateur Radio Teledata Group and
possibly might know that, for my sins, I am
Chairman of BARTG. So, with that in mind,
I thought it appropriate to mention just what
BARTG tries to achieve. It used to be
known as the British Amateur Radio
Teletype Group, but we were reminded, in
no uncertain terms, that the word ‘teletype’
was a copyright word. Used in that context I
cannot see why there should have been
objections, but there were, so we had to
change the name. Anyway, that’s all boring
history!

www.bartg.org.uk/contests.asp
As I said, BARTG also supports
DXpeditions and in order to do that we need
as much help as possible. There is no
membership joining fee any more, but you
can become a ‘Friend of BARTG’ and join
for free. We do have quite a list of members
and would welcome all newcomers, so if
you wish to join for nothing then please do,
we would love to have you on the list.
Again, you can join online here:

We originally had a quarterly magazine that
helped newcomers to RTTY to become
active, but those days are history too
because very few people start in RTTY with
a teleprinter these days. I certainly would
not go back to those noisy and oily days,
enjoyable though they were at the time. It
was all new then – and I am talking about
the 1960s – and it was exciting too. Now I
am dating myself, must get some more
Grecian 2000…

www.bartg.org.uk/feedback.asp
If you wish to make a small donation, that
would be up to you. It is not mandatory, but
any amount would be welcome, even the
price of a pint of beer or Starbucks coffee. It
would help BARTG to contribute to the
major DXpeditions and persuade them to
use RTTY if they had no plans to so do.
Incidentally, BARTG also sends a
representative to the IARU Spectrum
meetings to assert the need for data
allocations. We would like changes to the
40m band plan, but this will take time.
Conformity with the rest of the HF bands
would be nice, especially since the
extension to the band.

These days BARTG is purely an Internetbased
organisation
that
sponsors
DXpeditions and contests. There is no
longer any call for technical support,
although help with software set-up is still
needed and indeed given. Programs such as
MMTTY, MMVARI and N1MM invariably
have associated problems and for a
newcomer can be daunting.

Wanna save 22ms?

That said, BARTG sponsors four major
contests per year, as follows:




The BARTG Sprint75 in September.

That said, perhaps, with my tongue in my
cheek, but some ‘really serious’ contesters
have been debating this point ad nauseam
on the reflectors. It is said that an extra
space (or CR) adds almost 22 ms to an
exchange and all these extras add up over

The BARTG Sprint in January
The BARTG HF in March
The BARTG Sprint75 in April
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Propagation

the length of a contest. Actually each
character adds 165 ms (7.5 x 22), three
spaces add a whopping 495 ms. I suppose at
half a second this could be a fair amount of
time when added up over 24 or 48 hours,
but does it really matter in shorter contests?
Pedantically speaking (and I am not a
pedant!) I guess the answer is yes. I can see
the case against the CR. The carriage return
with some software will cause the text to
jump up a line just as you are trying to click
on it. A space serves the same purpose of
separating text from noise, but avoids the
jump. The jump can be extremely annoying
when using click to paste.

I don’t know how you feel about this, but I
feel as though I have been cheated. At the
age of 73 ( and counting – slowly! ) I am
not sure how many more solar cycles I am
likely to see. Not only that, but will I be in a
fit mental state to take full advantage of the
next one, should I be lucky enough to be
here? The only compensating factor in my
favour is that I have seen what a real solar
maximum can produce, hence the cheated
feeling. The newbies to our hobby have
known nothing other than what we are
experiencing now, so do they think this is
the norm and will they stay the course to the
next ‘maximum’ or will they take up
fishing?

We all strive to hone our skills in a contest.
After all, that is what it is all about, making
as many QSOs as possible in the given
amount of time. If you look at the time
involved again, half a second x 1000 QSOs
= 8.3 minutes. This won't matter to casual
contesters, but serious contesters have won
and lost by one or two QSOs.

Having said all that, if you have a halfdecent antenna system and are retired, these
factors go some way to compensate for the
poor propagation we have now. Whether I
will still be climbing my tower in ten years’
time is debatable I guess, and not if my
daughter has a say in the matter.

Personally I have mellowed with age, and
much prefer the enjoyment of participation.
If I win, that’s a bonus.

So, what have I worked in the last month? I
managed SV8IJZ on 12m for a new IOTA,
worked AT2DW on 15m for a new IOTA
and I also grabbed OD5PL on 20m. These
were all on RTTY, not very impressive, but
I have been busy with other things and I am
picky with what I work. I am looking for
9MØL on RTTY at the moment, but up to
the time of writing, there has been no sign
of them.

Spring Cleaning
On a similar theme, ie saving time, perhaps
it is time for most of us to spring clean our
macros and change our operating somewhat.
The first thing that comes to mind is some
of those lengthy macros that are still being
used in the RSGB CC contests. I have
mentioned it before, so won’t waste space
here again, but a lot of the content could be
discarded and a lot changed. ESM is a great
way to operate, but an even better method is
the left-click right-click mouse only way. It
takes some getting used to, but once
achieved it can be very easy to use. It is
easy to set up within N1MM too - and to
reverse should you not like it.

I hope you manage a lot more than me, but
more importantly do enjoy the DX on data,
it’s a lot of fun.
73 de Roger, G3LDI
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Contest
Lee Volante, GØMTN
As we move into the summer time proper,
most of the portable contests likely to be
entered over the year will take place in the
next few months. It will be prudent to check
that generators, ‘field day antenna specials’
or other items that might only be used once
or twice a year are in good working order.
After a field day contest last year which
required mid-contest surgery on a rotator
control box that had developed a mind of its
own, my own local group will be doing
some extra preparation before arriving at
any field day sites.

years. Rather than being a competitive
‘contest’, the aim is just to get more
members to use CW. Similar to the GQRP
Club ‘Winter Sports’ events, the winner will
be the person who is deemed to have
contributed the most, or improved the most,
rather than racked up the most QSOs. This
will mean the beginners and developing CW
operators won’t feel too daunted taking part
alongside the older hands. Many club
members have expressed an interest in
learning and improving their CW skills, and
the Morse classes run at the club are
successful and well attended. However,
whilst ‘classroom QSOs’ are working well,
there’s often trepidation when transitioning
to making QSOs live on air.

A growing trend is the requirement for
third-party public liability insurance when
building and operating a station on land
where you could meet other members of the
public. Even if this wasn’t needed in the
past, don’t forget to check if there are new
hoops to jump through to enjoy some
summer time fun legally and safely.

The traditional rubber-stamp QSO is usually
suggested as the best way to start, although
I’ve suggested also trying to make some
contest QSOs as well. There’s no single best
route to take – I’ve just tried to give more
options to the folks learning. Just like the
‘rubber stamp’ QSO, the contest QSO
format is usually fixed. Contest QSO CW
speed may initially be off-putting, but
listening to a running station the callsign is
given every few seconds, giving lots of
chances of noting the callsign. Listening to
any previous QSOs made will also give an
idea of serial numbers or other exchanges.
Some club members considered their very
first rubber stamp QSOs very nervewracking, as they may take at least 10
minutes to complete, and if they became
confused it was sometimes difficult to
regain concentration mid-QSO. At least a
contest QSO can be over within a minute,
even at slow speed.

Some of the popular RSGB contests over
the summer, including NFD and IOTA,
have had some rule changes for 2012.
Check the details of these on the RSGB
Contest Committee website. Of course some
of these changes are not popular with
everyone and as I write this there is some
passionate debate ensuing online. I try to
refrain from commenting on the contesting
political issues of the day here, not least
because by the time you read this in print,
things may have moved on substantially.
Whatever the outcome is, the contests will
still be run and hundreds of groups will be
on the air in fields and on islands around
Europe and the world. Sounds like they will
still be fun events to me.

As part of a presentation into ‘CW
Contesting without knowing much CW’ I
made some audio recordings of some
contest QSOs in the UBA DX CW contest
and a recent RSGB 80m Club

CW Contesting at 14 wpm
In May my local radio club is organising a
CW activity event in memory of its
President, who ran Morse classes for many
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Championship event. I also kept my CW
speed at 14 wpm and operated with my wife
using her M3 call to keep some level of
anonymity! The results were interesting. In
the UBA event; the stations I called largely
kept to their 30+ wpm speeds even after our
call was sent. I sent ‘?’ after each serial
number was sent, and even then it was rare
for the speeds to be dropped. Sending
‘QRS’ did work as expected.

pile-up, or a clear QSO with VK, T32C or
the International Space Station, could add a
bit of a wow factor when introducing the
hobby. Individuals often send their own
recordings to YouTube for posterity, or a
little friendly bragging, but the likes of the
RSGB and ARRL websites’ introductory
pages or contest pages don’t have similar
‘official’ content. Rather than textually
describe how efficient contest exchanges
and good operating practices should work,
example audio would probably paint a more
convincing picture on contest committee
websites.

In contrast stations operating in the 80m CC
were far more likely to slow their speed
immediately in response to being called at
14 wpm. Perhaps the UK stations in the
80m CC drew more of an association with
an M3 callsign than the European stations in
the UBA contest and were more likely to
slow down. Historically, it was always the
done thing to slow down to match the speed
of stations calling you. Perhaps today
there’s a consideration that a slower-speed
station is more likely to be using software
decoding or assistance, and so slowing
down in reply isn’t needed as often. If a
serial number isn’t received as a result of
keeping the speed high, the other station can
always ask for a repeat, or so it might be
reasoned. Personally I’d always try to slow
down, as the last thing a relative beginner
needs who’s trying to copy Morse code by
ear themselves is a barrage of high-speed
dots and dashes.

Most of the popular contest logging
programs allow for audio to be recorded,
sometimes
facilitating
searching
of
particular QSOs by callsign. As almost all
computer logging will be done in a multitasking OS environment these days, a third
party program could be used to record the
audio instead. I’ve sometimes used a
separate netbook to record something on the
fly, without needing to disturb a run already
in progress. Windows Sound Recorder will
do, or there are many freeware of shareware
programs available online. I’ve been using
Audacity recently myself, but there is a
wide selection to choose from.
Whilst this recording functionality can be
used in a positive way – allowing others to
see how they sound at your station, or
allowing you to review your own operating
style - there are some more controversial
aspects too. As personal recordings become
easier to create, and hence more popular,
there are instances of using recordings to
challenge contest adjudications, where
normally the receiving station is considered
to make the errors. This has the potential to
increase the workload for contest
adjudicators, which isn’t desirable. Usually
the response has been that all entrants
would be affected, on average, the same
amount by sloppy operating from others. It
might not be fair to restore those points to
one particular entrant who has made
recordings, unless every other entrant is
given the opportunity to do the same. We

The recordings show for the presentation
that slower-speed CW contesting is plainly
possible, even if most operators are
averaging 30 wpm. Calling CQ TEST might
seem like a big step for a beginner, but I
argued that you have even more control
over the QSO speed this way. Some
feedback I’d had from the audience was that
they’d not realised how simple a CW
contest exchange might be.
More recordings?
As a postscript it’s interesting that we don’t
seem to be making more use of audio and
video recordings when promoting contesting
and the hobby in general. A smooth contest
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don’t want every entrant to record and then
review each contest they enter, do we? I
know there are many different views about
this topic.

past, having team commitments for a multioperator entry, or months of planning and
preparation might be drivers to have
‘another go’ in 2012 or 2013.

Fantasy Contest Station revisited

How often do you think that you would try
an event specifically because you haven’t
tried it before? If your main aim is to win
the contest, or be in the Top 5 or 10, then
perhaps a less well-known contest would
allow you to achieve this. If you’d like to
contact new stations for the first time, some
of the smaller European contests or USA
State QSO Parties might be the best way to
do this. If you just like the experience of
making lots of contacts, then you’d be more
likely to try the bigger events.

Last time I let my imagination run away
considering what could be an ultimate HF
contest station, at least from the UK. I
promised to consider the reverse situation
with the more typical scenario of low wires,
hidden antennas, non-resonant multi-band
antennas and the like. Connected to this will
be a twenty-year-old plus radio, selectivity
and sensitivity not on a par with today’s
generation of ‘contest grade’ transceivers,
and with barely support for computer
control, let alone a bandscope. In the USA
using old ‘boat anchor’ radios is very
popular, although admittedly not usually
during the bigger events.

With limited time for indulging in our
hobby, I would guess most contesters will
stick to events they know. But how about
looking through the online calendars for
something new and trying at least one
different event this year?

Apart from a small number of contests
where ‘the best of the best’ in terms of
station hardware will truly be needed, the
more typical lower budget station will truly
hold their own against the fantasy one. If
you look down the events in the WA7BNM
or the SM3CER contest calendars, for each
CQ WW-type contest there may be ten local
contests listed. These are the kinds of events
that don’t cause the ragchewers to lose sleep
as the bands won’t be packed from edge to
edge. Many of your QSOs in these contests
would need to be eked out through careful
Search and Pounce. If you’re looking for
contesters just in Europe rather than further
away, those fantasy yagi stacks won’t be
needed. So maybe it’s what type of contest
you operate in that dictates whether you’d
even miss having a superstation.

For newer contesters, they will probably
start with the most popular contests that
have had the most publicity. Very often,
though, the big events can be a struggle if
operating with a limited station, or with only
basic contest operating experience. One
example is that it can be easier to make
QSOs in the Ukranian DX Contest, the
week after CQ WW SSB, especially if
trying to call CQ. Everyone who would
claim to have an interest in contesting will
know when the CQ WW events are, but
how many could say they know about or
have entered the Ukranian DX contest?
Station details
I was pleased to see that antenna and radio
details are now available in the RSGB
results website pages. Quite a few years
ago, when results were printed in full in
RadCom, there was an abbreviated code to
indicate antenna type and height.

Which contests, and why?
Following on from this, do you ever think
about what motivates you to enter certain
contests? Some contests may be annual
events, never to be missed. BERU, NFD,
AFS, or CQ WW might be on your own
personal list. A positive experience in the

This data is useful to work out which seem
to be the most popular choices, and for any
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‘mid-table’ entrants you can see where your
nearest competitor was placed who was also
using something similar to a dipole at 6
metres. Also back on the subject of the
‘fantasy contest station’, it does show that
the best in station components both inside

and outside the shack aren’t needed to do
well.

73 Lee, GØMTN

_____________________________________________________________________

E-mails to the Editor
From G3RZP

From G4WJM

I hesitate to to describe Roger, G3SXW, as
the 'Grand Old Man' of DXpeditioning, as it
sounds derogatory. But in terms of his
comments [‘More Haste, Less Speed’,
Digest, March 2012] and the sound practical
advice he has given over the years, it may
not be so derogatory after all. He does, at
least in my opinion, always give good
sensible advice. A pity more ops don't
follow it. As far as speed goes, it always
seems to me that it is Eastern European ops
who mainly fall into this trap.

[Dupes’ on Pitcairn]
In the March 2012 Digest Nigel, G3TXF,
gave the reader a wonderful taste of the ups
and downs of a DXpedition.
His remarks about excessive ‘dupes’ beg
closer examination. Sadly, VP6T was the
victim of an extremely high level of attack
by those strange creatures we call
DQRMers, of which Nigel may not have
been aware.

Lee/GØMTN's comments on tower height
are very pertinent. Back in 1986, when I did
the Bermuda Contest, the 5-ele monobander
at 60 feet went dingbats into the US West
Coast on 20m, but keeping the frequency
clear from the East Coast necessitated
switching every so often to the G5RV at 30
feet.

It’s likely that the persistent jamming
caused many callers to be unsure if they had
been confirmed, and it’s quite possible that
some of those don’t have Internet access in
order to check Club Log.
Another reason for making an extra call
could be from someone who used QRO to
hook a new one, but later wanted to
augment their total of Entities worked with
QRP (I plead guilty to doing this!).

On 10 metres, 60 feet into the Caribbean
and Central America can frequently be too
high, I have found - it sends the signal way
over the top of them.

Perhaps operators could consider allocating
a period towards the end of a DXpedition, if
the pile-up is diminishing, to ask for calls
from QRP and/or QRS stations?

Stacked beams are the way to go. I had that
amply demonstrated to me once when
operating (non-contest) from WE9V in
Wisconsin.

73 Bill, G4WJM

73 Peter, G3RZP
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From K3ZO

these days. They are mostly confirming
QSOs
made
during
contests
or
DXpeditions. They are not the result of
leisurely rag chews.

I consider the Digest the most useful and
interesting of all the publications I receive.
Every article in it is worth reading given my
own personal interests.

Following the admonition above should we
be hearing:

I have served as the Manager of the ARRL's
Third Call Area QSL Bureau since 2006.
During that time shipments received from
the RSGB QSL Bureau have been few and
far between. However, just the other day we
did receive a large M-bag which may
indicate that things are getting back on the
right track. The box inside had broken open,
but the bag held all of the cards in, so
nothing was lost. Included with the
shipment was a note, which reads:

"G1XYZ this is T32C. You're 59. Please
advise whether you can receive your QSL
through the RSGB Bureau."
or perhaps
"G8ABC de K3ZO 59905
RSGB?"

QSL via

I rest my case.

ATTENTION - Important Message

73 Fred Laun, K3ZO

‘For many years RSGB has sent incoming
QSL cards to all UK Amateur, even those
who are not members of RSGB.
Our system has changed. RSGB now
accepts cards only for members and pay-toreceive users. For cost and environmental
reasons, cards for non-members will not be
returned.
All Stations must check during the QSO, if
QSL via RSGB is OK before sending cards.
With compliments’
The policy itself is quite understandable. Here in the Third Call Area
Bureau we do not return unclaimed cards
either. Most are provided to primary schools
so that teachers can utilize them in their
geography classes. We only return "not in
log" or "wrong call" cards because there is a
chance that the sender can correct the
situation and get a valid card from the
station in question. We also reroute cards
that have come to our bureau in error.
However, the final paragraph indicates to
me a misconception about the nature of the
contacts which generate the clear majority
of QSL cards in the IARU Bureau system
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2O12L – Amateur radio for the London 2012 Games
Bob Treacher, MØMCV, and Dave Lawley, G4BUO
A small team within the Cray Valley Radio
Society has been working for nearly four
years in preparation for major special event
Station 2O12L (Two Oscar One Two
London) to celebrate the London 2012
Olympic Games and Paralympic Games.



The project will be part of the Cultural
Olympiad and we are able to use the
‘Inspire Mark’, which is a variant of the
2012 logo. Although the team has organised
three previous large-scale special event
stations – M2ØØØA, GB5Ø and GB2ØØT
– organising this latest special has provided
challenge after challenge, the most recent
being the loss of our preferred venue,
Eltham Palace.

To protect the major sponsors of the Games,
the London Organising Committee of the
Olympic Games (LOCOG) has imposed
some very tight marketing restrictions, and
these are backed by an Act of Parliament.
These restrictions have made it impossible
for us to obtain sponsorship funding, but
Cray Valley members have rallied round to
donate funds to ensure that 2O12L hits the
bands.

However, as someone remarked recently,
‘When the going gets tough, the tough get
going!’ Through our excellent links with the
scouting movement within the Royal
London Borough of Greenwich, 2O12L will
now be based at the Royal Greenwich
District Scouts Avery Hill Activity Centre
in New Eltham, London SE9 2HE.

One of the advantages of 2O12L being
based at the Activity Centre means that we
will be able to recruit more members to the
operating team to help us operate 24/7
during the Games period.
If you would like to be part of our team and
run pile-ups from 2O12L at any time during
the period of operation, you will need to
take out a half-year Cray Valley
membership and purchase a special team
polo shirt. This will cost £26. The station
will also be open to anyone who simply
wants to visit the station - details of public
opening times will be at www.2o12l.com.

Just like our earlier operations, we have
twin objectives for 2O12L:




learn a little about radio communication and the vital role it plays in
today’s world. For visitors who
show an interest in the hobby we
will be set up to put them in touch
with providers of Foundation
courses in their local area.

To meet the worldwide expectation
of a London station for the Games,
capable of operating on several
bands at the same time in
‘DXpedition mode’ and handing out
QSOs at high rate to satisfy the large
pile-ups of callers. We anticipate
making in excess of 60,000 QSOs.

If you are interested, please e-mail
bob@2o12l.com and we will respond with a
membership form and details of how to
make a payment.

To demonstrate ham radio to the
general public. We will offer the
opportunity for visitors to sit down
and pass greetings messages, and to

Alternatively, we look forward to working
you in the pile-ups.
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HF Challenge Survey
In 2009 CDXC member Gary Hinson,
ZL2IFB / G4IFB suggested an HF
Challenge to mirror the established CDXC
LF Challenge. Gary set up and administered
the first running of the contest and then
suggested to the CDXC Committee that we
take over the organisation of it and make it
an annual event. The Committee readily
agreed to this and two trophies were
sponsored for the event.

response - not helped by the change being
announced rather late in the day. The
Committee decided to stick with the rule
change for 2011, but to seek members’
opinion on the preference for 2012.
So in March 2012, six months ahead of the
start date for the 2012 HF Challenge, I set
up a web-based survey to see whether
members wanted to stay with DXCC
Challenge rules or revert to the DXCC
approach. I was impressed by the response;
a total of 124 members voted, which gives a
good basis for statistical analysis. What
surprised me the most was the number of
votes cast by members who have not
previously entered an HF Challenge. The
results are shown below:

The rules were refined after the first running
and numbers grew in 2010. In 2011 the
Committee decided, after receiving a
number of representations, to alter the rules
to change it from a straight ‘DXCC count’
irrespective of which of the bands the
DXCC was worked on, to a ‘DXCC
Challenge’ format. This met with a mixed

Favour DXCC
Favour DXCC
Challenge

All
respondents
65.3%

Entered
before
64.5%

Never
entered
65.6%

34.7%

35.5%

34.4%

our website in readiness for the 1st
September 2012 start.

This shows a clear preference for a return to
the original DXCC format, and that is what
we will do for 2012 onwards. The full rules
will be published in the July Digest and on

Chris Duckling, G3SVL

_____________________________________________________________________
Chiltern DX Club - Aims and Objectives
To promote HF operating, to encourage excellence, particularly in DXing and contest operating, through
mutual assistance and by encouraging support of DXpeditions, the issue of achievement awards, or by
whatever other means is deemed to be appropriate.
Membership
Subscription

Digest

Website

Full details are available from the Secretary.
£18.00 for UK members, £24.00 for overseas members (US$48 or 40 Euros). New
members joining between 1 January and 30 June pay 50% of the annual subscription.
Subscriptions are due on 1 July of each year, and should be sent to the Treasurer.
Published six times per year. Articles for publication should be sent to the Editor by the
published deadline. Please note that views expressed in the Digest are not necessarily
those of the Editor or of the Committee.
http://www.cdxc.org.uk/
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Not the GB2RS News





of antennas - or as they put it ‘How to
improof your erektions, jawoll!’
________________________________

Which new prefix for an
independent Scotland?
The German ‘Ham Radio’ with us
again soon
Why repeat the same information if
you already have it in the log?
GQRP Club DXpedition

If you’ve worked a station before, in this
day and age of computer logging it’s very
easy to recall that station’s basic
information, assuming you bothered to
make a note of it in the first place. So why is
it that some stations insist on regaling you
with this info again, even though it’s already
staring at you on the computer screen?

Following the recent allocation by the ITU
of the prefix Z8 to the South Sudan,
speculation continues as to which new
prefix will be allocated to Scotland, aye,
when that country becomes independent
after the referendum in 2014.

“Hallo, Toni” you say, “it’s nice to work
you again!”
“Ah yes-a, my name-a is-a Toni. I spell-a:
Tango, Tango, Oscar, Oscar...”

‘RB’, the initials of Scotland’s much loved
bard and former leader of the local Jewish
community, Rabbi Burns, was an obvious
first choice - until it was pointed out that
this prefix had long since been part of the
ITU allocation for the Russian Federation.
Briefly considered too: ‘WS’ after (Sir)
Walter Scott, author of the famous
Waverley novels, so called because he
wrote them all in the waiting room at
Edinburgh’s main railway station – until
here too it was pointed out this prefix had
long since been allocated to the USA.

Indeed why do they do it? Maybe it’s
because they haven’t got very much else to
say.
________________________________
What with the recent 9MØL operation from
the Spratly Islands, it’s been suggested that
bearing in mind the title of their in-house
magazine, surely Spratly is the obvious
DXpedition destination for the (more
sprightly…) members of the GQRP Club?
________________________________

Meanwhile suggestions on a postcard,
please, to Guy Mannering c/o the Ivanhoe
Hotel, Kenilworth, aye.
________________________________

Solution to Prize Crossword 51

E
P
I
D
E
M
I
C

Europe’s biggest amateur radio event, ze
German ‘Ham Radio’ in Fred’s Harbour, is
once again just around the corner. As usual
Franziska Frohmacher, that well-known
frequentee of the Friedrichshafen railway
station buffet, and her friend Liliane
Leckmeister, are already limbering up in
readiness for the usual influx of radio
amateurs from the UK keen to learn at least
a smattering of the local lingo. It would
seem that this year these two ladies will also
be offering technical advice on the subject

M
Y
E
Y
E
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P
U
U M
P
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E
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R
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T
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A
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H
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N
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E
S
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R
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U
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E
I
R
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L
E
I
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E
S
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S
A
C
R
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D
M
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V
E
G
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A D
L
T
T
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A
I
R
V
E
N
T
H
E
A
T
H
E
N

G O
P
D A
R
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A
E R
L
R A
N
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E

Digest Prize Crossword 52
1

2

3

by RFX
4

5

9

10

12

13

6

7

8

11

14
15
16

17

18
19

20

21

23

The winner of Prize Crossword 51,
March 2012: Steve Wilson,
G3VMW, Bramham, West Yorks.

22

24

25

26

ACROSS

DOWN

1 Pots of money provided by police clubs right
away (8)
5 Acquisition by northern mother, by the sound
of it, in Asian city (6)
9 At sea, mostly (2,3,4)
11 Noblemen's words of wisdom initially ignored
(5)
12,7 10 producing unusually rare blend in notes
(7,9)
13 As far as the kids are concerned: publish
again! (7)
14 Repaired free TV, then ate later (5,3,5)
16 Pint-sized radio amateur starts to plan tower
overlooking nearby Sussex town (13)
20 Union member turns second right into
beginning of lane leading to knocking shop (7)
21 Give girl massage for infectious disease (7)
23 A waste of space in Israel? (5)
24 Using again as far as sport is concerned (9)
25 Comparatively dismal start to short summer
(6)
26 Popular channel regarded as disrespectful (8)

1 The headgear of the Woman in White, by the
sound of it (6)
2 Game bishop leaves under the table (5)
3 Popular old routine that's not very accurate (7)
4 Primitive man misrepresented as an alert nerd,
eh? (13)
6 German girl extremely rude about leaders of
island nations having the same mother (7)
7 (see 12)
8 Looks at source of paranoia in soldiers, say (8)
10 Unfortunately, not a richer man like Trump or
Rockefeller, say (5,8)
14 Bizarre CD of goats leads to natural disasters
(4,2,3)
15 No youngster any more - like Dr McCoy in his
later years? (3,5)
17 Composer takes in first of visitors heading for
eastern city of France (2,5)
18 Plant explorer picked up on business (7)
19 Fully stretched, we hear, as pupils may be (6)
22 Flower seen in Oslo, I recall (5)
Deadline for entries: 20 June
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Special event stations for the London 2012
Olympic and Paralympic Games

Some special event callsigns will be activated to celebrate the London 2012 Olympic and
Paralympic Games: 2O12L (Two Oscar One Two Lima) from London and 2O12W (Two
Oscar One Two Wales) from Barry.
As you will also read in a related item on p. 48, the Radio Society of Great Britain has
been granted the 'Inspire mark' for these stations by the London 2012 Inspire programme.
The London station, 2012L will be active throughout the duration of the Games, located at
the historic Eltham Palace, SE London on 160m-2m, all modes. More information is on
the website at www.2o12l.com - or contact the Press Officer, John Warburton/G4IRN at
press@2o12l.com.
The Welsh station, 2O12W, will also be active on all bands from 160m to 23cms and all
modes including SSTV and satellite from Whitmore Bay, Barry Island, Vale of
Glamorgan. More information is on the website at www.2o12w.com - or contact the
station manager Glyn Jones, GWØANA, at glyndxis@talktalk.ne.
Amateur radio operators everywhere will be able to share in the Olympic experience by
making contact with the station and exchanging greetings messages with visitors and
Games participants who visit the station - the team aim to make contact with as many of
the Games participating countries as possible. Special QSL cards will be available to
stations contacted.
The project aims to leave a lasting legacy by encouraging visitors to learn more about
radio communications and the social, career and recreational benefits that it brings. Of
course visiting hams will be made very welcome at the stations.
2O12L and 2O12W go on the air on 27 July 2012.
73 John Warburton, G4IRN
Publicity Officer, Project Echo
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